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85th year, issue 22 
Monday's score 
Xavier: 80 




The Xavier women's bas-
ketball team's victorious 
three-game run through the 
Atlantic 10 Tournament will 
be remembered for a long 
while, 
The Musketeers' first ever 
A-10 title came Monday 
night in.a decisive 80-66 win 
over top-seeded No; 23 
George Washington (25-5 
overall, 14-2 in the confer-
ence) in the Liacouras Cen-
ter at Temple. 
The win, which provided 
the team with an automatic 
bid to the NCAA Tourna-
ment, was made possible .by 
XU's amazing comeback 
from a 19-point halftime defi-
cit against defending champs 
St. Joseph's (24-5, 14-2) in 
the semifinals. · 
Xavier opened the tourna-
ment with a 76-57 win over 
St. Bonaventure after sitting 
out the first round with a bye 
as the second seed'from the 
West Division. 
Xavier finishes the regu-
lar season with a school-
record 26 wins and just four 
losses overall. 
XU finished 13-3 in the 
conference, good for second 
place in the West Division 
behind GW. 
For full coverage of the 
game, see article on page 10. 
- Matt Barber 
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Muskies:· 'Goodbye Gardens' 
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY ERIN MOONEY 
Last week, the men's basketball team played their last home game in the Cincinnati Gardens. Next year, students will have the 
luxury of walking to basketball home games, held in the Cintas Center, instead of being bussed. 
BY SARAH KELLEY 
Senior News Editor 
The Xavier Musketeers said 
goodbye to the Cincinnati Gardens 
. on Sunday, going out in style after 
defeating St. Joseph's in their final 
. regular season game at the historic' 
arena. 
The team received a standing 
ovation from 9,390 fans as they left 
the court for the last time, marking 
·the end of an era in Xavier basket-
ball. 
The Xavier men's basketball 
team made the Gardens their home 
court in the 1983~84 season. Prior 
to relocating, the team played the 
majority of their home games at 
Schmidt Fieldhouse, which only 
held a fraction of the fans tt1e 
.1O;l00-seat Gardens arena can 
hold. 
"Switching from Schmidt to the 
Gardens definitely had a positive 
impact on the team," said Dr. Jim 
Boothe, professor in _the education 
department and former Xavier bas-
. ketball player in the mid- l 950s. "I 
think the Gardens has been very 
good to Xavier.". 
Although Xavier did not acquire 
the Gardens as its official home 
court until 1983, its history there 
reaches as far back as the opening 
of the Gardens in 1949. Xavier 





'~While the. Gardens has always been go~d to us, it has never 
·really been our own. ~ willstart a new era in the Cintas 
Center. · ~ are now comtng back to campus and a court that is 
" ours . 
three days after it opened, in a bas-
ketball game against the University 
of Kentucky.· 
For over three decades, Xavier 
only played games at the Gardens 
each season against rivals such as 
Cincinnati, Dayton and Kentucky. 
"We played almost all of our 
games at Schmidt," said Boothe. 
"The Gardens was a special place 
for us to play because it's where we 
played all of our big games. The 
last time I played there we beat UC 
by 22 points." 
Since their first game at the Gar-
dens on Feb. 24, 1949, Xavier's 
record at the arena stands at 220 
wins and 74 losses, a winning per-
centage of .748 overall. 
After claiming the Gardens as 
their home court in 1983, Xavier 
has won 199 ga!lles at home, los-
ing only 25. This record has given 
them a winning percentage of .888 
at the Gardens. This domination 
has continued in recent seasons, as 
OP-ED: 
Diversity: More action, 
less talk 
PAGE 6, 7 
- Dr. Jim Boothe, 
EducatiQn professor and former Xavier basketball player 
their record currently stands at 30 
wins to orie loss at home. 
"The fact that Xavier usually 
wins at the Gardens shows that It's 
been a great place for us to play," 
said Boothe. 
In addition to serving as a home 
for Xavier basketball, the Cincin-
nati Gardens has hosted a variety 
of other events. Originally built to 
house. a professional hockey team 
for the city, the Gardens has enabled 
Cincinnati to play a key role in pro-
fessional sports throughout the 
years. 
Former NBA team, the Cincin-
nati Royals, inhabited the Gardens 
until 1972, when they bid farewell 
to the city. Many feared this would 
mark the end of the arena. 
In 1979, the arena came under 
new ownership and was turned into 
a warehouse for several years. It 
was reopened in 1981, welcoming 
Xavier back two years later as ten-
ants for the next 17 seasons. 
SPORTS: 
Men prep 
for A-10 Tournament 
PAGE 11 
Over the years, some of Xavier's 
NCAA money has been allotted to 
improving the Gardens, including 
a new basketball floor, scoreboard 
and banners honoring the 
university's achievements in bas-
ketball,. which will preserve 
Xavier's memory within the arena. 
"The management at the Gar-
dens has worked well with Xavier 
and has kept it looking nice," said 
Boothe. 
As this year's season comes to a 
close, Xavier will say goodbye to 
the Gardens and move on to begin 
a new legacy Closer to home. The 
2000~2001 season will kick off in 
the new Cintas Center. 
"While the Ga.rdens has always 
been good to us, it has never really 
been our own," said Boothe. "We 
will start a new era at the Cintas 
Center. We are now coming back 
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Sugar fundraiser 
Xavier's chapter of Alpha Phi 
Omega is selling cotton candy 
10 a.m.-7 p.m., or until sold out, 
on Wednesday, March 15 in the 
lobby of the Cafe; Cost is $1 a 
~ag. 
B-4you G-0 
Residence Hall Associati.on is 
sponsoring Beach Blanket Bingo 
9-11 p.m. on.Friday, March 10 in 
the Grill. Prizes include a $300 
gift certificate to Kenwood Mall. 
Call Katie Butler for more infor-
mation at 351-6782. 
, Heads or tails? 
Seniors must submit their 
"Class of 20001' coins to the Re-
tention Services Office, Alter 103, 
by Monday, March 20 to be en-
. graved°for free in time for gradu-
ation. 
Heads up! 
SGA will provide tours of the 
Cintas Center from 1-3 p.m. on 
Saturday, March 11. Tours will 
depart every 15 minutes from 
behind Kuhlman Hall, weather 
permitting, or from its rec room. 
Each guided tour will include 
viewing the arena, concourse 
area, student dining, along with 
a number of places the general 
public will not get to see once 
the building opens. For more 
information, call J.P. Engelbrecht 
at 745-3094. 
Peace 
Peace Week is this week and 
is sponsored by Pax Christi. To-
day at 5 p.m. in Alter B-11, the 
group will show the movie, "The 
Outsiders." On Thursday two 
women from Bangladesh who 
have had personal experiences of 
acid-burning will speak in the 
Dorothy Day House at 6 p.m. For 
more information, call 985-8497. 
Banquet 
The 24th Antonio Johnson 
Scholarship banquet will be held 
Friday, March 31. The deadline 
to order tickets is Monday, 
March 20. Tickets, $10 for stu-
dents and $25 for non-students, 
are available at the Office of 
Multicultural Affairs. 
The keynote address will be 
given by Rev. Dr. Vashti M. 
McKenzie, senior pastor of 
Payne A.M.E. Church in Balti-
more. She is the author of Not 
Without a Struggle: Leadership 
Developmellt for African Ameri-
can Women in Ministry and 
Strength in the Struggle: Lead-
ership Development for Women. 
CAMPUS NEWS· 
Habitat's spring challenge 
BY SARAH KELLEY 
Senior News Editor 
While many students cleared off 
campus and flocked to tropical lo-
cations to spend their spring breaks, 
a handful of Xavier students dedi-
cated their vacation to .Participat-
ing in the annual Habitat for Hu-
manity International Collegiate 
Challenge: Spring Break 2000. 
Twenty-two students travelled 
to Spartanburg, S.C., to work to-
gether in building one house as part 
of a 45-house project sponsored by 
the area's local Habitat for Human-
ity chapter. 
The student volunteers were led 
by adviser GifTebbs, retired mem-
ber of Cincinnati's Habitat chapter. 
Tebbs also directed Xavier's first 
Habitat building project two years 
ago. 
Upon arriving at the site, the stu-
dents began working on a house 
which consisted of a foundation 
and a frame. By the end of the week, 
the students had constructed all of 
the interior walls, put sheathing 
around the house, built a roof and 
an attic, installed all of the windows 
and doors and began putting sid-
ing on the exterior. 
"Seeing what we started with 
and what we ended with was a great 
accomplishment," said junior Pat 
"You get a real 
sense. of satisfaction 
knowing you helped 
someone who 
normally would not 
be able to afford this . 
type of housing. " 
-Junior Pat Scallen 
.Trip co-coordinator 
Scallen, third time participant in the · 
Habitat Challenge and co-coordi-
nator of this year's trip. "You get a 
real sense of satisfaction knowing 
you helped someone who normally 
would not be able to afford this type. 
of housing." 
According to Scallen, volun-
teers usually take one day off dur-
ing the week to use as free time. 
This year, however, the group opted 
to take only a half-day break, de-
voting the remainder of the day to 
continue working on the house. 
They also worked later than their 
scheduled work day, which was 8 
a.m. to 5 p.m. 
"This was definitely a very dedi-
cated group of workers;" said 
Scallen. "!tended up being a very 
productive week." 
The site of this year's project 
house was located in a low-income, 
poverty-stricken area in the out-
skirts of Spartanburg. 
Only 15 people could work on 
the house at a: time, all~wing vol-
unteers to rotate throughout the day. 
In the evenings, volunteers had 
dinner together, which was often 
provided by local· church groups. 
After dinner, the students partici-
pated in activities such as cosmic 
bowling, swimming and hiking in 
the Blue Ridge Mountains. 
"The relationships I formed on 
this .trip will be long-lasting, the 
cause was meaningful and faith was 
apparent," said freshman participant 
Allison Clary. 
The cost to participate in the 
Spring Break Challenge was $125. 
This fee included transportation in 
two 15-passenger vans, room and 
board. Volunteers stayed in the 
Ernest Rice Center,. a dormitory 
built especially for Habitat volun-
teers. 
"This. was not a great deal of 
money considering how much we 
got in return," said Scallen. 
Students react to primary 
BY BRYAN RIECHMAN Many students spoke to the fact 
Campus News Editor tha·t, since the deciding delegates 
In last night's Ohio Presidential are determined in the first two 
Primary, Democrat Al Gore arid Re- ·. months of the primary season, there· 
publican George W. Bush won the is little incentive to pay attention 
delegates from their respective par- to the race again until the late-sum-
. ties. · .· mer party conventions. 
While excitement over the cur- · John McCain supporter and se-. 
rent campaign seems to be high nior Ron Bryson said, "I think it's 
statewide and nationally, a survey . di~appointlng· the two candidates· 
of Xavier's campus reflects a differ- will be determined so early in the 
ent sentiment. · primary season." · 
: .When .approached, many stu- Jake Mahle, senior and a sup-
. dents did not know yesterday was porter of Bill Bradley, said, ''Too 
Super Tuesday, day of Ohio's pri- many students seem to think that' 
mary. ~Most ad111itted they have no the political process is watchi.ng. 
plans:to vo~e.this iiil:ie around. Stu-. commercials every four years and 
dent apathy and general disdain for:: seeing which candidate they like. 
the political system were the most. •· ·b~st ;. 1· that it ~oe~n 't really ~ffect. 
cited reasons. . . . them. 
"The biggest political issue on "That's not real ~emocracy ... 
campus is that students need to get we rieed to get the process back." 
involved with· government," said Bryson said, "The primary cam-
sophomore Sarah Schwab, who cast paigns do not really reflect press-
a write-in vote while on spring break ing campus life issues, but I like 
in her hometown oflronton, Ohio. McCain because he's the inost 
"I would like to see more students moderate of the four main candi-
become interested in what what will dates. He's Republican, but he's 
affect our future. Voting is the first not a staunch conservative." 
step." Mahle, on why he supports Bra-
Police Notes 
Wednesday, Feb. 23, 4: 13 a.m. 
- Campus police found two cars 
in the South Jot that had been van-
dalized. The steering columns 
had been damaged in an attempt 
to steal the cars sometime between 
2:30 a.m. and 4: 13 a.m. There are 
no suspects. 
Wednesday, Feb. 23, 10:30 
a.m. - A professor on t(Je sixth 
floor of Schott reported that seven 
textbooks had been stolen from his 
office. 
Friday, Feb. 25, 2 a.m. - Cam-
pus police received a report that 
students were throwing beer' cans 
from an upper level floor in 
Kuhlman Hall. Police were unable 
to determine from what room the 
cans were thrown. 
Saturday, Feb. 26, 11:15 a.m. 
- There was a report of loud noise 
in an area of Avondale Avenue and 
Ledgewood Avenue. Campus po-
dley, said, "He's the least of four 
. evils." 
: No polls were open on campus 
for st.udent voting:· ·· 
lice were unable to locate the source 
of the noise. · 
Wednesday, March 1, 8:53 a.m. 
-A vehicle was found with a bro-
ken passenger side window in 
Cohen lot. 
Wednesday, March 1, 6:35 p.m. 
-A faculty/staff parking sign was 
found missing from the Health and 
Counseling parking lot. 




BY BRYAN RIECHMAN 
Campus News Editor 
Xavier's annual Diversity Across 
Careers Employment Fair is l :30-
4:30 p.m. on Friday; March 17 in 
the O'Connor Sports Center. 
For the second consecutive year, 
r.epresentatives from 100 organiza-
tions will be on hand to meet with 
students, alumni and other job-
hunting community members. 
"It is a diverse mix of compa-
nies that pretty much covers the 
career spectrum in one way or an-
other," said Shirl Short, career fair 
coordinator. 
.· "It's a great way to meet with 
different employers and t!!lk one on 
one." 
Throughout the fair, students 
may apply and interview on-the-
spot for jobs or use the experience 
to gather career information. 
Career Services Center (CSC) is 
sponsoring a job fair preparation 
workshop at 5:30 p.m. on Thurs-
day, March 9 in the Terrace Room. 
The workshop is intended to help 
students ready. themselves for the 
fair. 
The employment fair provides 
students with an opportunity to 
hear from companies in fields such 
as business, education, health care, 
government and human services. 
Jobs up for application include full-
tim.e and part-time jobs, s.ummer 
· positions and internships'. 
"There's diversity in the types 
of positions available in terms of 
what students might be looking for," 
Short said. 
Event planners recommend that 
students dress in professional attire. 
Those looking for employment 
are encouraged to bring 20 resume 
copies and to be prepared to dem-
. onstrate knowledge of specific 
companies. 
Turnout for last year's job fair 
was more than 330 people. Orga-
nizers expect similar or greater at-
tendance this year. 
The event is sponsored by CSC, 
Peace and Justice, XU SOTA and 
the Office of Multicultural Affairs. 
For more information, and for a 
complete list of companies to be 
represented at the fair, visit the CSC 
Web site at 
www.xu.edu.studev/career. 
Students can also access the job 
fair binder in the CSC office. 
Police Note 
oftheVleek 
Thursday, March 3, 
11 :40 p.m. -A non-stu-
dent was found climbing 
in a dumpster behind 
Physical Plant. The sus-
pect was warned about 
trespassing and released. 
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Voter turnout high Who wants to play God? 
on Xavier campus · ro clone or not to clone? 
BY SARAH KELLEY 
Senior News Editor 
Xavier st.udents showed up at the 
polls in record numbers for this 
year's SGA executive election, 
which was held February 22-23. 
The winning ticket, which in-
cluded Jeff Pugh, Mark Mallett and 
Jennifer Buckley, received 584 of 
the 1,114 votes cast in this year's 
election. 
Last year, 830 students cast votes 
in the SGA election. The increase 
in voter turnout in recent years can 
be attributed to several factors, ac-
cording to SGA members: 
"This year, I saw the heaviest 
campaigning since I've been here," 
said Teep Schlachter, chair of SGA's 
board of elections. "The amount 
of information spread on campus 
has definitely focreased." 
Another reason for increased in-
terest in the SGA election can be 
attributed to the currect SGA ex-
ecuti\/es. 
"This year's executives have 
done a wonderful job in getting 
SGA;s name out there," said Pugh, 
who will assume the position of 
president next year. "Students are 
also beginning to realize their votes 
really count." 
Been Waiting Long? 
Introducing the Deaconess 
Emergency Department 
90-minute guarante(3 ... 
You are a student ... You 
·don't have time to sit in an 
Emergency waiting room for 
three hours. First of all, you 
obvious.ly aren't feeling 
well, and .secondly, you've got 
better things to do. 
At Deaconess Hospital, we promise to get you in 
and out within. 90 minutes of your arrival*. In some 
cases, you_ may not even wait at all. You'll 
receive friendly, personalized care because that's what 
we do best. And we are located within minutes of 
Xavier University. So you don:t have to go far or 
wait long when you're not feeling we.II. 
Students: Just bring your insurance card and student 
l.D. with you to the Deaconess Emergency Department.· 
We accept most healthcare insurance plans. 
Deaconess Hospital is located at 311 Straight Street, 
at the corner of Clifton Avenue and Straight Street. 
DEACONESS 
Xavier University Health and Counseling Center is in no way 
affiliated with Deaconess Hospital and will not be responsible 
for the transfer of medical records. 
BY RACHEL NAPOLITANO 
Asst. Campus .News Editor 
A follow-up to Dr. Keith 
Campbell's lecture on cloning last 
February will take place on Sun-
day .. 
It is entitled "Playing God? Eth-
ics, Law, and the Cloning Contro-
versy" and is the second of three 
lectures sponsored by Xavier's Eth-
ics/Religion & Society Program. 
There will be two presentations· 
given in Kelley Auditorium in Al-
ter Hall· that evening. 
One will be by Dr. Ted Peters, 
currently professor of systetnatic 
theology at Pacific Lutheran Theo-
logical Seminary and the Graduate 
Theological Union in Berkeley, 
Calif.," at 7:30 p.m. · 
. The other starts at 8 p.m. and fea-
tures Dr. John Robinson, associate 
professor of law and faculty editor 
of the Journal of College and Uni-
versity Law at the University of 
Notre Dame. 
Afterwards, there will be a dis-
cussion and a reception. 
Peters' credentials include two 
of his recent publications,.For the 
Love of Children: Genetic Teclmol-
ogy and the Future of the Family 
and Playing God? Genetic Deter-
minisn1 and Human Freedom. 
Robinson is published on issues 
such as physician-assisted suicide 
and corporate social responsibility. 
In 1999, he published an article 
entitled, "Why an Acceptable Clon-
ing Policy Will Be Hard to 
Achieve." .. 
The presentations pick up where 
Campbell left off on the discussion 
of cloning. Even though his lec-
ture was entitled "The Ethics of 
Cloning and Transgenic Technol-
ogy," he skirted questions of ethics 
in lieu of this Sunday's presenta-
tions. "Leave that to the ethici~ts," 
Campbell said. 
Peters and Robinson will discuss 
the theological, legal and ethical 
considerations of genetic technol-
ogy, especially in regards to human 
cloning. 
The discussion will be an ex ten-· 
sion of Campbell's lecture and a 
faculty forum held on Monday, 
March 6 in Kelly Auditorium. 
The forum was entitled, "New 
Ways of Thinking abou.t Human 
Nature," and was a part of a seminar 
series for faculty. 
The forum featured Dr. Marie 
Giblin of theology, Rev. Robert 
Baumiller, S.J., of health education 
and philosophy, and Dr. Tim Horan 
of biology. 
Giblin highlighted possible top-
ics Peters may talk about, such as 
what happens to the child of this 
new technology if the technology 
fails. "Do you return him [the 
child]?" she said. 
There seemed to be consensus 
among the audience that a danger 
of new reproductive technology is 
that it may reduce people's views 
of children as products of industry. 
She paraphrased Peters as say-
ing the Catholic stance on cloning 
has false reasoning, but still may 
·be the correct stance. It may just be 
justified by other reasons. 
Baumiller also raised the topic 
of bias in research. 
For example, cloning has been 
condemned especially in the cir-
cumstance that it enables lesbian 
partners to have children with the 
genetic material from the couple. 
Often, cloning opponents con-
demn the results of cloning - in 
this case, lesbian couples having 
their own children . 
This example exposes the fact 
that most reproductive technolo-
gies are viewed positively when· 
they benefit those who already are 
advantaged, usually white, middle-
class males. 
To learn more about this lecture 
or the E/RS Program in general, 
contact Dr. Madges in the theology 
department at. 745-3026. 
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WORLD BRIEFS 
· >Compiled by: Deb Homan · >Source: College Press Wire 
Ebola vaccine 
effective on mice 
MARYLAND (UNF)-Re-
search on mice in the United 
States suggests that an effec-
tive vaccine for the deadly 
Ebola virus could be aevel-
oped in the near future. 
No vaccine or treatment 
currently exists to combat the 
virus, which kills 90 percent 
of its victims. But a research 
team at the US Army Medical 
Research Institute of Infectious 
Diseases in Maryland has pro-
duced antibodies to the virus 
in laboratory mice. 
Many of the mice that were. 
injected with the antibodies, 
. both before and after being in-
jected with Ebola, survived 
despite receiving 300 times the 
lethal dose. 
Most of the mice lived for 
at least 28 days. "These results 
suggest that it is possible to 
elicit by vaccination, or pro-
duce for therapeutic use, anti-
bodies protective· against all 
Ebola viruses t~at are patho.,. 
genie for humans," the team 




WORLD (UNF)- For the 
first time in history, there may 
be as many people worldwide 
who are overweight- 1.2 bil-
lion - as underfed, according 
to a report released by the 
Worldwatch Institute in Wash-
ington. 
Both groups suffer from 
malnutrition, Worldwatch 
claims. Worldwatch.researcher 
Brian Halweil notes that many 
nations "have traded hunger 
·for obesity, and diseases of 
poverty for diseases of excess." 
Worldwatch's conclusions 
differ from recent UN Food and 
Agriculture estimates that 790 
million people in poor coun-
tries are chronically hungry. 
Halweil says the FAO overesti-
mated the number by calculat-
ing calories available in the 
food supply rather than actual 
medical data. 
To counter the negative 
trends, Worldwatch proposes a 
tax on foods based on nutri-
tional value per calorie, with 
fast food items taxed highest 
and fresh fruits and vegetables 
possibly sold tax-free. 
UN studies have shown that 
Germany, Russia, the United 
Kingdom and the United 
States suffer from large num-
bers of obese people. Mean-
while, the number of underfed 
children ih sub-Saharan Africa 
continues to grow. 
Students suspended 
for abortion fliers 
RHODE ISLAND (TMS)-
Three Providence College stu-
dents were suspended for the 
rest of the semester after post-
ing abortion-rights fliers on 
campus that pictured the Vir-
gin Mary. 
"How's this for an immacu-
late concept: Keep Abortion 
Safe and Legal," the fliers stated. 
Beside the text was an image of a 
marble statue of Mary. 
School officials and many stu-
dents were hardly amused. The 
students - sophomore Christo-
pher P. White, junior Patrick H. 
Moran and senior Daniel .Pastrana 
- were suspended for the rest of 
the. semester and fined $1,000 
each. The coursework the stu-
dents have completed since Janu-
ary won't count toward a degree. 
Providence officials said the 
students violated several campus 
rules by failing to gain approval 
before posting the fliers and by 
promoting "an activity that is 
morally offensive and contrary to 
the teachings of the CatholiC 
Church and the mission of Provi-
dence College." Rev. Phillip A. 
Smith, the college's president, 
said he "values and supports the 
freedom of expression," but chose 
to approve the ~tudents' suspen-
sion because "their action was de-
termined to be a deliberate mis-
use of the image of the Blessed 
Virgin, a venerated person impor-
tant to Catholic and Christia-n 
belief ... " 
Elections postponed 
despite UN pleas 
HAITI (UNF)-Only hours af-
ter the UN Security Council on 
Friday urged Haiti to hold gen-
eral elections as scheduled this 
month; the government post-
poned its March 19 election with-
out specifying a new date. 
According to the Chicago Tri-
bune, Haiti is "dogged by organi-
zational problems that left more 
than one million vqters unregis-
tered." Hai.ti's electoral council 
spokesperson, Roland Sainristil, 
cited "innumerable difficulties 
surrounding voter registration" as 
the cause for the ballot cancella-
tion. 
UN diplomats said they hope 
the new date will be within a week 
or two of March 19. "It is the view 
of the Security Council that 
prompt, free and fair legislative 
and local elections are essential 
for the restoration of the national ·. 
parliament," said the council's 
president, Ambassador Anwarul 
Chowdhury of Bangladesh. 
The postponement follows UN 
Secretary General Kofi Annan 's 
report on Haiti last week, in which 
he called election progress in the 
country "encouraging." 
Child labor· thrives 
· LATIN AMERICA (UNF) -
Nearly 30 million children are 
working in Latin America and the 
Caribbean, with 15 million under 
age 15, according ·to a report by 
the International Labor Organiza-
tion. 
The majority of children work 
in domestic service and agricul-
ture; they are split almost evenly 
between urban and ~ural settings. 
Many children labor in risky 
places like sugarcane and tobacco 
plantations, porcelain and missile 
factories, and coal mines. 
In urban areas and rural ai·eas, 
only 25 and 15 percent, respec-
tively, of adolescents who work, 
between the ages of 13 and 17 at-
tend school. 
WORLD NEWS THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Israel leaves 22 years late 
CABINET VOTES TO WITHDRAW FROM LEBANON BY JULY 
MIDDLE EAST (UNF)-Israel's 
cabinet voted unanimously Sunday 
to withdraw from Lebanon by July. 
Lebanese Prime Minister Salim 
al-Hoss welcomed the decision, but 
said it "might be a ploy." The Is-
raeli decision would end Israel's 18-
year occupation of southern Leba- · 
non. 
Mounting casualties in recent 
weeks have spurre~ public calls in 
Israel for an immediate withdrawal 
of forces from the nine-mile-wide 
zone. 
NEW ROLE FOR UN 
According to the Baltimore Sun; 
"the Israeli move opens up a po-
tential role for the United Nations 
to help ensure that withdrawal 
doesn't add to instability in the re-
gfon." 
By withdrawing, Israel "would 
finally end its defiance of UN Reso-
lution 425 of 1978, which required 
that Israel withdraw its forces from 
:wHQ: Israel vs. Lebanon 
WHAT: Israel decides to withdi:aw from Lebanon 
WHEN: Sunday; March 5,'2000 
:wfil: Recent violence.in Lebanon e1'-acerbated the 18-year Israel 
occupation forcinglsrael to leave · · · · ·· ' ·· 
Lebanese territory," the Sun notes. 
That resolution established the UN 
Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL), 
which the newspaper claims "has 
been unable to fulfill most of its 
mission because of the Israeli oc-
cupation." 
· UNIFIL spokesperson Timur 
Goksel says the role of peacekeep-
ers in the event of a unilateral Is-
raeli withdrawal is unclear. One 
proposal is that UNIFIL would man 
a buffer zone between the two coun-
tries. That could only be done at 
the request of the government of 
the vacated area. · 
Christian residents of south 
Lebanon say they fear that 
Hezbollah forces fighting against 
Israel will sl_aughter Christians af-
ter Israeli forces leave, but Muslim 
Hezbollah leaders have vowed not 
to seek revenge on the Christian 
population. 
UN observers also say they 
doubt Hezbollah will attack Chris-
tians. "They wouldn't be that stu-
pid," Goksel said. "Without Israel 
in the picture ·they will ha_ve won. 
So why turn the tide of interna-
tional opinion with bloodshed of 
Lebanese people?" 
Sunday's announcement has not 
brought calm to the region, how-
ever. Israeli warplanes bombed tar-. 
gets in southern Lebanon Monday. 
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The Hispanic .influence, per-
. , haps. the. most visible phenom-
enon in the world of pop cul-
ture, now is a force in the. world 
of pop polities. · 
Hispanics are the next inheri-
tors-of a legacy as a pivotal vot-
ing bloc being courted· by po- · 
litical parties and candidates, in 
the way that the coveted Soccer 
Moms and Reagan Democrats 
were wooed in past elections. 
Nowhere is the trend mo.re 
pronounced than in California, 
home to the nation's largest His-
panic population and poised to 
.become the nation's first state 
without an ethnic majority by 
year's end. 
"All the candidates who are 
. seriously .thinking about win-
nin·g in California are courting 
Latino voters," said Mark 
And they rep_resent nearl~. half.qf. i(!s;: Pr~position 209; "".hkh . 
the increase in California's voter . :banned:affirmative actfon in 
roles sinceJ980. . . '. l996, ~~d :Propo~ition -227, 
Ifwas e.verl'ts in 1994 that awoke: which banned bilingual educaJ 
the steepillg giant, as political ob-· . tion in 1998.. . . ' 
servers ofteri called the Hispanic Tuesday'.s p~imary is likely .to 
vote. . be closely watched as evidence 
That year, with the state in a re- .. of whethefRepublicatls have 
cession, Republican Go~. Pete Wil~. , .. begun tb seh111,lilitate their im~:. 
son was r~~elected; He campaigned /.:age\with l!lspanic voiers: ·_.·· ; ' 
with commercials showing hordes ':tosA~geles County Hispan- · 
of immigrants rushing over· the fos were four times' a~ likely ·to .· 
state's southern border with . register as Democrats than as . 
Mexico. He ardently supported· · Republicans~ "A lot of the new 
·Proposition 187, a statewide ballot registered voters are those i~­
initiative that banned all govern- migrants who came of political 
ment services, including education age during the anti-immigrant 
and health care, for illegal immi- rhetoric of the GOP," explained 
grants and their children. Harry Pac hon, the institute 's 
The World Wide Web pages of president. 
the California Republican and However, most California 
Democratic Parties are written in Latinos consider themsel.ves 
English and Spanish. (The Demo- middle-of-the-road in politics, 
crats' page is also in Chinese and for the issues supported by 
Vietnamese.) . Latinos do not neatly line up 
Republican presidential candi- with one party. 
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Felten 01akes own history 
. •. BY. JENNIFER KENSILL 
News Feature Editor 
Rev. John N. Felten, S. J., came 
to Xavier University expecting to 
teach for only one year before be-. 
ing re.located. Forty~three years · 
later, Felten is still on staff and his 
contributions and dedication to the 
university are still going strong. 
Felten first joined the Xavier 
staff in l957as a_classics professor : 
in the honors program. He spent · 
much time and effort building and 
strengthening theHonors Bachelors .. 
of Arts (HAB) program, iliaugurat~ 
ing an HAB tutorial program. · 
He also worked towards creat-
ing a learning environment outside 
the classroom, seeing a need to es-
tablish a residential hall where 
honor students could focus on their 
studies. After a year ofadministra-
tive battles, Marion Hall, Xavier's 
first honors hall, was opened in 
1958. ' . . 
"There were many skirmishes 
that took place in trying to create 
an honors hall, 'and although I lost 
some battles, I won the war when 
Marion Hali was opened," said 
Felten. 
Felten and one other Jesuit 
moved into the old mansion located 
on Marion Avenue along with 58 
male honor studerits. He was more 
than a discipli.narian. He was also 
a friend and a mentor to many of 
the students. · 
"I ran a tight ship over at Marion 
Hall, but we had a lot of good 
times,".Felten recalled. 
At the, Marion Hall Reunion in 
1991, which marked the closirigof 
the honors hall, former residen.ts 
compiled a scrapbook that demon-
strated their fond memories and 
gratitude for Felten. 
"Fr. Felten will always be re-
membered to me for thes~ Chris-
tian charities as much as for his in-
tellect and love of knowledge. I 
here add my voice tb the chorus of 
those who thank him for all that he .· 
has done," said Mike Boylan in a 
tribute read at the reunion . 
. While still living in the house, 
he was named to the Xavier Board 
of Trustees in 1961 and served un-
til his resignation in I97L 
After nineyears in Marion Hall, 
Felten moved out of the honors hall 
when he was named Dean of Arts 
and Sciences in 1967, ajob he held 
until 1976. · He also continued to 
teach one course a semester. 
·"My love of teaching kept me 
·in the classroom even while serv-
ing as dean,'; said Felten. "Al-
though, it was at times very diffi-
cult to do both jobs successfully." 
After resigning as dean, he went 
on a six-month iiabbatical at Ox-
ford University iri England. 
"I had a glorious time soaking 
up the atmosphere, and enj9yed a 
two-week tour of the continent 
while in .England.· l was yery 
pleased to go and very pleased to 
return. The classics department 
needed me," said Felten; 
He returned to full~time teach-· 
ing until his retirement in 1987. 
Felten was not obliged to retire: But 
in a gesture that says much about 
him, Felten stepped down from 
teaching to erisure that another pro-
fessor could be hired. 
"If I had not retired, we would 
have had to dismiss a very brilliant 
and multi-talented man," Felten 
said. 
Even after retiring, Felten con-
tinued to be .active at the univer-
sity; In ·1996; he was named as the 
university's archivist and oversees 
Xavier's historical records and 
memorabilia. 
"I spend a lot of time collecting 
historical data for university statis-
tics and also answer many letters 
asking such questions as 'did my 
great gi:andfather graduate from 
Xavier in the 1800s?"' 
Felten has received many awards 
for his outstanding work and com-
mitment to Xavier. His honors in-
PHOTO COURTESY OF FR. JOHN FELTEN 
Felten (center) reads with honors students at Marion Hall shortly 
after its opening in 1958. It took Felten one year to convince 
the universitY administration that an honors hall was necessary 
in order to create a positive learning _environment for honor 
students. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Rev. John Felten, S.J., has worked as the university.archivist for the past three years. Prior to this 
position, he served as the Dean of Arts and Sciences and was a classics professor for 30 years. 
elude the St. Francis of Xavier 
medal, which Xavier awards to one 
person a year who demonstrates out-
starid i ng traits of interest in the 
university. 
Past recipients of the medal.in-
clude former President John F. 
Kennedy.··· 
Although much of Felten's life 
has been spent at Xavier, his accom-
plishments are not limited to his 
work while here. 
Felten was born in Chicago, and 
spent his early childhood in' the 
Bronx, New York: ·He was the 
youngest of three children, and the 
only boy. 
"As a child,' I thought that sis-
ters were God's built-in punishment 
for bad little boys," Felten said. 
His family later returned to Chi-
cago and he was enrolled at the 
Loyola Academy, where he played 
football. 
Felten then entered Loyola Uni-
versity. During his first three years 
at the university, Felten studied 
classics, dated and planned to go 
on to law school. 
"When I entered Loyola in 
1936," Felten recalls, "it was the 
· depth of the Depression and no one 
was getting a job anyway, so I 
thought that I might as well study 
something that I enjoyed." 
In his fourth year at Loyola, 
Felten found his niche among the 
Jesuits: He was offered a graduate 
. assistantship at Loyola, but de-
clined in order to become a priest. 
"It wasn't so much the spiritual-
ity, then," Felten says. "It wasn't 
even so much the priesthood -
that's a remote idea for a young guy 
starting out. I just knew they were 
the kind of guys I wanted to be with 
for the rest of my life. I knew I be-
longed." 
After receiving a college degree, 
he entered the Society of Jesus and 
. followed the usual route; He first 
studied philosophy at West Baden, 
and then spent three years teach-
ing as a scholastic at University of 
Detroit High School. Next, he stud-
ied classics at St. Louis University 
and then returned to West Baden to 
study theology. In 1952, he was 
ordained a priest. 
In 1953, he was sent to rural 
Austria for his tertianship, or the 
third year of probation after ordain-
ment. Felten lived in the Alps un-
.der desolate conditions. 
"I would not trade that year of 
my life for anything," said Felten. 
"I learned the hard way how many 
people have to live. I was cold and 
hungry for 10 months - I lost 25 
pounds." 
After leaving there, he went to 
Oxford University, where he earned 
a master's degree in humane letters. 
While at Oxford, Felten made in-
teresting acquaintances, including 
Evelyn Waugh ·and C~S. Lewis. 
Upon his return to the United States, 
he was sent "temporarily" to Xavier, 
where he has spent the remainder 
of his life. 
Although Felten officially re-
tired from teaching in 1987, he re-
mained incredibly busy by gener-
ously volunteering his time to a 
number of organizations and ac-
tivities. 
"I can not remember a time in 
my life that I wasn't busy," said 
Felten. "It feels natural to always 
have something to do or somewhere 
to go." 
He began as chaplain at Univer-
sity Hospital in 1984, working two 
days a week. He also spent three 
days a week involved in the minis-
try at the Mary Magdalene House, 
a facility for .homeless men and 
women. 
Felten was also associate pastor 
at Old St. Mary's Church until his 
retirement this past fall, giving 
Latin and German masses. 
Felten currently resides at Faber 
House, a Jesuit residence of roughly 
a dozen Jesuits from around the 
community. 
Aside from his current work at 
Xavier as archivist, he participates 
in Poet's Corner, an off- campus 
gathering where poetry is read and 
shared. 
Felten;s commitment and dedi-
cation to Xavier was rewarded this 
spring, when the Faber Jesuit Com-
munity donated $25,000 towards a 
scholarship in his name. 
"The Faber Jesuit Community 
thinks that it is only right that we 
recognize his many years of service 
at Xavier in his various capacities 
as teacher, dean, chaplain, adviser, 
priest and most of all, friend," said 
Rev .. John P. Heim, S.J., in a letter 
informing Felten of the donation. 
"So much of my life has been 
spent at Xavier. I· stayed so long 
because I love it here," said Felten. 
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- S E N I 0 R S T A. F F E D I T 0 R I A L -
Not anOther word 
Now that spring break is offi-
cially over, it seems that the mem-
bers of the senior class are ex-
pected to have all their post-
graduation plans nailed down. 
Excuse us for trying to relax in-
stead of spending our entire break 
sending out resumes. Who's fu-
ture is this anyway? 
In response, the senior mem-
bers ofTheNewswire, on behalf 
Instead of receiving congratu-
lations for 16 years of diligent 
studying, we find ourselves in a 
Catch-22: If we announce we've 
opted to go to graduate school, we 
hear "what's the matter, can't find 
a job?" If we say we're planning 
to enter the workforce, we get 
"aren't you dedicated enough to. 
.handle graduate school?" 
And God have mercy on the 






wi shers and 
advocates of 
the devil) to 
refrain from 





· . . . we will not be 
held responsible for 
vio!ence that may 
ensue if the words 
"job'~ or "graduate 
nior who is 
brave enough 
to answer 
that he or sh.e 
wants to take 
a year off to 
travel and en-





After all, is 
school" fall from 
your lips in our 
presence. 
In other 
words, we will not be held respon-
sible for violence that may ensue 
if the words "job" or "graduate 
school" fall from your lips in our 
presence. 
We realize we suffer from a se-
vere case of graduation anxiety, 
but your constant pestering only 
aggravates the situation. In fact, 
unless you're offering us employ-
ment, don't mention our career 
plans between now and May. 
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finding a job 
to make 
money the only reason we edu-
cated ourselves? 
It's depressing enough once we 
realize that the majority ofus will 
earn starting salaries that are less 
than the cost of one year's tuition 
at Xavier. 
So if you want to make us feel 
hetter, instead of giving each 
graduating senior a pretty di-
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·.Diversity not just buzz word 
BY LORAINE CROUCH · 
Managing Editor 
"Diversity" and "dialogue" are 
buzz words around this campus, but 
going to forums or taking classes 
on diversity is not solving our prob-
lems. 
Typically, the people who rriost 
need these kinds of events .to ex-
pand their minds are the last people 
to go to them. 
Likewise, listening to some ex-
pert (or not so knowledgeable per-
son) speak on diversity does not 
teflect the lived experiences of our 
somewhat diverse community. 
We can spout the benefits of our 
diversity until we're blue in the 
face, but if we don't practice what 
we preach, we're never going to un-
derstand and appreciate one an-
other. · 
I went to a discussion group or-
ganized by Students Taking Action 
Now for Diversity (S.T.A.N.D.) 
right before break, and I learned 
more from my fellow students than 
I ever could have imagined. 
If you think people are treated 
equally on th.is canwus, consider 
that some students. have watched 
their peers turn for the stairs rather 
than ride the elevator with them. 
Others have been in class, where 
they are already the minority, and 
have been singled out even more 
when groups are formed and they 
have to pair up with the professor. 
The sad thing is the white stu-
dents in the class, including me, 
probably didn't even notice what 
was happening. I was personally 
shocked as I listened to these and 
other stories from my fellow stu-
dents. · 
I can't imagine what it would 
feel like to go to a school where I 
wasaminority. Moreover, I can't 
everi begin to know what it feels like 
to be avoided because of the color 
of my skin, or the language I speak 
or the religion I practice. 
For all of you out there ,who 
don't think we have a problem at 
Xavier, take a look around the Cafe 
or .the.Grill. I think you'll notice 
that self-imposed segregation 'iives 
on in our "diverse" community. 
Listen to the comments people 
make when they see an.interracial 
couple. What· do you think when 
you see such a couple? Do you look 
people of other races in the eye 
when you walk down the mall? Do 
you say hello?. . 
I am sick to death of hearing the 
words diversity and dialogue used 
in reference to panels or forums that 
supposedly show our "proactive" 
approach to multicultural issues. at 
Xavier. 
The bottom line is we are going 
to have to step .outside of our com-
fort zones, sit down and talk to ea~h 
other about our experiences if 
things are ever going to c,hange. I 
know I had no idea how serious ciur 
problems are. Do you? 
- N AT I. 0 N A L p· E R S P .E Cr I V E -
Jesus promoted death penalty 
BY ANDY GONZALES ment as set forth in Genesis. Op- rape the same as making love? 
College Press Exchange ponents argue that the sanctity of They both result in sexual inter-
The death penalty debate in the human life is worth more than course; but to equate rape to love-
United States is dominated by anti- people realize. . making is absurd, as is equati.ng 
death movements. The. deceit by If that's true and no crime de- execution to murder. 
many capital punishment oppo- serves the death penalty, then why Christ himself regarded capital 
nents suggest that prisoners' lives is it fitting that Christ be crucified ·punishment as a just penalty .. Christ 
are worth more than their victims' for our sins? gave the government the authority 
lives. ..'fhe·same divine law, which for- to use capital punishment as a 
Life imprisonment vs. punish- . bids killing people (First Com- means of maintaining social order. 
ment equals one thing- injustice. mandment), also allows the excep- Currently, the Beets' case in 
First, death penalty opponents tion that Christ be crucified as Texas has death penalty opponents 
suggest those who support the ·guilty. The fact that Christ was put fuming because she wasn't granted 
death penalty see it as a "solution to death demonstrates that death.·· a r~prieve that could have intro-
to crime." In rea:ity, executions are was the exacting punishment for . duced evidence about abuse during 
reserved for those who commit those who were guilty. her five marriages that possibly, al-
crimes worthy of death. Rejecting capital punishment as though unlikely, could have led to 
For example, the white men who a "higher Christian way" that dem- her release. 
dragged the Jasper, Texas, gentle- onstrates Christian compassion is In Texas the only way to be 
man to death deserve nothing less bogus. Referring to Jesus' execu- granted clemency is if the accused 
than execution. tion Paul said, "It is not without is not guilty and/or if the accused 
Then we come to those who purpose that the ruler carries the did not have a fair trial. 
claim murderers can lead reformed sword. He is God's servant, to in- Beets was found guilty and re-
lives. ·What about th.e victims' flict his avenging wrath upon the ceived a fair trial. If her lawyer had 
families - can they lead reformed wrongdoer." brought evidence of abuse before 
lives? Opponents again equate an ex- the court, perhaps the outcome 
The Christian community is ecution as murder, believing that if would have been different. Beets 
called upon to articulate standards two acts have the same results then and her. lawyer decided against it. 
of justice. Capital punishment is · those results are equivalent. It was their job to prove her inno-
. one;ofthose;~~11dar4s ,of. punish-:·, . " , I b.eg. tq. differ,. For exampled~ .. ' ~ence, not the prosecution's. 
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-MALL TALK-
WHAT would you do for a Klondike Bar? 
-LETTER TO THE EDITOR-
Calling for active diversity 
Before spring break, the Black Student Association's Annual 
Cultural Extravaganza was held in 
the theater. I am writing this let- . 
ter because hard work, effort and 
sacrifice were put into this pro-
. gram and most events like it on 
this campus. 
This letter is written in disgust 
towards Xavier's administration, 
faculty and staff. How is it that a 
. . .·· 
I heard so many comments about how 
people were so disappointed about Spike 
. ~ee because they wanted to be motivated 
about diversity, by,t when diversity looks 
you straight in thefaceyou look atvay. 
university founded on Jesuit tra- paid by Xavier should set the ex- shows up and when we have pro-
dition does not make it a require- ample for students to step "out-· · grams with less well-known 
ment or at least encourage its fac- side the box" and take a different speakers; no one shows up? 
ulty and staff to attend events view of the world around them. . I heard so many comments 
which display the small amount of EPU is not going to diversify about how people were so disap-
diversity on this campus? anyone. Students should be im- ·pointed about Spike Lee because 
How is it that the only events mersed. in cuitures from around they wanted tp be motivated about 
Fr. Hoff and the rest of the admin- the world, ~otjusfOverthe Rhine.. diversity, but when diversity looks 
istration regularly attend are the· ··The internatkmal students, the y91J. straight i.n the face you look 
MEN's basketbalJgames? Where Middl~ Eastern's.tuderit :Assocfa~ away. 
were any of the candidates of last. ti on, OutF~ont, Black St~dent A.s:.. · · Sllre;:$pike Lee drummed up 
month's student government elec~ sciciation~ Alpha Kappa Alpha, .. some heavy. classroom discus-
tion, especially because one of the Sorority,Inc; aiufcountless others sions, but what did any of us do 
tickets was endorsing more di- . alfoffer'rneetihgs, parties and fo- ~Bollt it besides talk? 
verse programming? '' ' rums; ifod all'cif these events ar~ ' It is time for a change to come 
There may be good explana- · open to th~ enJlr~ calTipus. . . h this campus, and .whether you 
tions or excuses why people We, as minorities step "outside are a part of it or not the ~hange is 
missed the event, but there is no the box" every day by just being coming. 
reason or excuse why they should here, and it is tiine for students to I ask you not to take my words 
miss all of them. stop walking around with blind- harshly, but to look at them for · 
When approached abouf the,. en; o.n and do something other what they are:-. my_fruth and the 
topic, many students give the ex- than goto l 015; 1023 and Clinton truth for most of the minority stu-
cuse, "I didn't see. the signs," but Springs. dents on this campus. We as a 
the signs have been posted all over It should be a requirement that campus must stand up and say we 
campus. Are we blind? professors attend certain ev<:<nts will work together to achieve di-
As children, it is proven we because they can be used in class versity. 
learn by example, and our faculty, discussions .. How is it .that Spike 
staff, resident assistants, hall direl:- Lee comes here to talk about di-




Mardi Gras gets out of control 
BY KELLY SCHNEIDER 
Contributing Writer 
Everyone always talks about 
how great Mardi Gras is. Perhaps 
that is the case in New Orleans but 
Cincinnati's version is far from 
great. 
The first problem that 
partygoers encounter is the traf-
fic. I-75 was backed up all the way 
past the Hopple Street exit with 
people lining up to attend this 
event. 
Once they make it there, pro-
viding their car and their sanity are 
still intact, parking is the next chal-
lenge. 
The pay lots are nearly all full 
and the lots that are vacant have 
tow-away signs clearly posted'. 
Many people, however, do de-
cide to take this risk due to the lack 
of any other option. After the 
battle of the motor vehicles ends 
the real one begins - the battle 
with fellow human beings. 
The streets are so crowded that 
it is nearly impossible to move 
through them and don't even think 
about making it into any of the 
bars. They are so packed full that 
people are bulging out of the door-
ways. 
With bars being inaccessible 
there are few other options for the 
··purchase of a beer. There are 
about three different beer booths 
out on the streets. 
After waiting in a line for 30-
45 minutes with several of my of-
age friends, we finally got to the 
front of the line only to learn that 
they were all out of beer. That was 
the end of the night for us. 
We proceeded to make our way 
back through the sea of half-na-
ked girls and hundreds of people 
in a drunken stupor. The night 
was a total waste of my time. 
The guys were somewhat sat-
isfied with the many naked girls 
they saw, but they were, overall, 
just as frustrated as us girls. 
Unless I hear proof that there 
was a major change made to this 
fiasco, I will be sure not to l\ttend 
again next year. 
-DOC TALK-
Stopping nosebleeds 
What is the deal with nose products to assist with nicotine with-bleeds? When Rachel on draw. These medications must be 
"Friends" got a nosebleed she 
leaned her head back instead of 
forward. I thought you should 
lean forward •. 
There are several techniques to 
stop a nosebleed. You can sit up with 
your head bent forward. Clamp your 
nose with your fingers for five unin-
terrupted minutes. You can apply a 
cold compress at the same time. 
Another technique is to wet gauze 
or a handkerchief. with cold water. 
Pack the nostril and hold pressure for 
five minutes. Don't try blotting, .it 
just disturbs the clot. 
I went to the doctor because I · ·•·. ·• thouglitI had an ear infection 
and it turned out i:ny ear was filled 
with wax.·· Why did this wax de-
·.·, cide to take up housing in my ear? 
· . Eyeryone) ear canaJ produces 
wax. Unfortunately, sometimes the 
wax 'forms a ·plug. This can cause 
transient hearing loss. Using Q-tips 
in the canal routinely can contribute 
to wax plugging. 
D o you know anything about a condition called, "winter 
itch?" My skin.is really chapped, 
and l have dry spots on my legs. I 
use lotion.all the time, and my 
. mom told me I may have this win-
ter itch. Is there really something 
like this? 
Yes, it is caused by insufficient 
oil on the skin's surface. This allows 
more evaporation of water causing 
cracks and fissuring .. Treat it by us-
ing skin lotions and moisturizers.· 
You may use over-the-counter hy-
drocortisone creams for an area of 
severe dryness. Avoid long hot 
showers and baths. 
My friend has tried to stop smoking four times since he 
made his New Year's resolution. 
He is really having a hard time. 
I've seen advertisements about 
medications that can help. Should 
I encourage him to see a doctor? 
Yes, there are several medications 
available to stop smoking. Zyban is 
the newest. It is taken orally two 
times a day and suppresses the urge 
to smoke. 
There are als~ many nicotine 
combined with a behavioral counsel-
ing program to be successful. 
Xavier has a program to assist stu-
dents who want to quit. Please con-
tact the health center. 
I. had a kidney stone last month. I'm better now but someone 
told me this is more likely to reoc-
cur. Is there any truth to this? It 
was the worst pain of my life, and 
I never want it to happen again. 
It is true that you'll be at risk to 
get kidney stones in the future. If 
you wish to reduce the risk of oc-
currence avoid milk products and 
calcium supplements (if it was a cal-
eium stone). 
· ·. Drink three quarts of fluid a day 
to avoid excessive sweating (espe-
cially during the summer). 
·1· got a belly button ring two 
•• weeks ago and it is still hurts 
when it rubs on my pants. Could 
it be infected? 
If the area is red, swollen and/or 
t.ender, it could b~ infected. I'd have 
a nurse or physician look at it if you 
have any concerns. 
Questions answered by James P. 
Konerman, M.D. 
Questions may be dropped off at 
Health and Counseling or e-mailed · 
to opinions@xavier.xu.edu. 
8 week of MARCH 8, 2000 
Coming in concert t.o 
·scbmidt Fieldhouse, 1:31 P.M. 
Featuring the Product, KELIS & 2-Day Panic Attack 
Stude•, Facunv and s11n Tickets SJ 
Tickets available March 13 in the S.A.C. Office 
Sponsored by Xavier University Student Activities Council 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
TH E XA VI ER N E WSW I RE 
Have something to sell? 
Try a Newswire c_lassified ad. 
Don't worry. One man's trash 
is another mall's treasure. 
Call Lance at 745-3561.\~ 
(YOU COULD EVEN PURCHASE AN AD TO FILL THIS VERY SPACE. 
IMAGINE YOUR PRODUCT, SERVICE OR BUSINESS LOGO HERE. 
IT COULD BE SO EXCITING!) 
Become an Olsten assignment employee! 
Check .o.ut these benefits Positions Available! 
• Earn good pay 
• Receive a paycheck every week 
• Free Software training 
• $50. Referral Bonuses 





• Direct hire '· 
. · · . Joi'nt the .Olsten· team! · . 
We· are looking for qualifiecLp_eople for: · 
• General Office • General Labor · 
•Accounting • AsSembly 
• Data Entry • Picking/Packing 
· • Word Processing . .· . • Shipping/Receiving . 
•Administrative Assistants ·, · :: •Forklift· .;;. 
BUSINESS CAREER DAY 
Sponsored by the Williams College of· Business 
DATE: March 13, 2000 (Monday) 
TIME: 1:30 - 3:00 PM 
PLACE: Nieporte Loung~ 
Learn more about BUSINESS MAJORS and CAREER ' 
OPPORTUNITIES. 
Companies on campus: Hillshire Farms, Fifth Third, Cincinnati Bell 
Wireless, Servates, Rippe & Kingston, Cinergy, and more. 
Refreshments and GREAT prizes! 
For more information call 745-4869 
week of MARCH 8, 2000 9 
ADAM.AND 
EVE .DID. T ... 
••m YOU CAN, 
TOO. 
+American Red Cross 
SATURDAY 
It's a lifesaving :e~perience 
March 11, 2000 • Only $1 O •Call (513) 792-4000 
10 week of MARCH 8, 2000 
BRIEFS 
~~w~m: 
>-Joe Angolia, Editor 
>-Sports Desk: 745-2878 
>-SPORTS@xavier.xu.edu· 
Baseball gets· 
hammered iri Fla. 
The Xavier baseball team 
took their 1-2 record down to the 
warm weather in Florida and 
came back to Cincinnati with 
only two more victories from the 
team's nine-game trip. 
The baseball team returned 
from their Florida spring trip · 
riding a four-game losing streak 
after dropping their final four 
games against Centrnl Michigan, 
Michigan, Ohio State and West-
ern Michigan. 
In their two victories, the 
Musketeers shut out Jacksonville 
2-0, and beat Western Michigan -
6-3. In their win over Jackson-
ville, senior left-hander J~mes 
Siefker pitched nine scoreless 
innings, giving up four hits and 
three walks while striking.out 
four. 
In their 6-3 win over Western 
Michigan, sophomore right-
hander Greg Wiggers earned his 
first victory of the season. 
Wiggers threw eight solid in-
nings giving up two runs, (both 
of them unearned), seven hits, no 
walks and eight strikeouts. 
The roadtrip was by no means 
a success as they went 2-7. With 
hard work and better execution, 
the Musketeers will certainly 
improve upon their 3-9 overall 
record. 
Xavier lost its home opener 
yesterday, 5-1, to the visiting 
Hoosiers from Indiana Univer-
sity. Junior Ty Brenning e?t-
tended his._ hitting streak to six 
games. Siefker surrendered three 
earned runs over six innings and 
took the loss. 
-Sean O'Brien 
Volleyball marathon 
Beginning at 5 p.m. on Friday, . 
March 10, a volleyball marathon 
will be held at the O'Connor 
Sports Center to benefit the Ma-
donna House of Northern Ken-
tucky. 
Teams consisting of six to 
nine players will participate in 
the event for one hour. Each 
player must raise a minimum of 
$10 in sponsor money. 
Any player who raises $15 in 
sponsor money will be awarded 
a free T-shirt. Prizes will be 
awarded to those players who 
manage to raise the most money. 
This year's marathon, which 
is the 22nd annual, will continue 
until 9 p.m. on March 11. 
Those interested in participat-
ing in this event should contact 
Peggy Schutzman at 341-4523 to 
reserve your playing time. 
Soccer tryouts 
Walk-on tryouts for the men's 
soccer team's spring season will 
take place from April IO -14. 
The Musketeers will look to 
use the spring season to work out 
the kinks, in an effort to improve 
upon last semester's 5-13-1 
record. 
-Joe Angolia 
.~ •·1 ' SPORTS THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
A-10 title belongs to Musketeers 
BY MATT BARBER 
Sports Writer 
The blowout. The comeback. 
The championship. The Xavier 
women's basketball team's victo-
rious three game run through the 
Atlantic 10 Tournament will be 
remembered for a· long while. 
The Musketeers' first ever A- l 0 
title came Monday night in a deci-
sive 80-66 win over top-seeded, 
No. 23 George Washington (25-5 
overall; 14-2 in the,conference) in 
the Liacouras Center at Temple. 
The win, that provided the team 
with an automatic bid to the NCAA 
, Tournament, was made possible by 
XU's amazing comeback from a 
19-point halftime deficit against 
, defending champs St. Joseph's 
(24-5, 14-2) in the semifinals. 
Xavier opened the tournament 
with a 76-57 win over St. 
Bonaventure after sitting out the 
first round:with a bye as the sec-
ond seed from the West Division. 
Xavier finishes the regular season 
with a school-record 26 wins and 
just four losses overall. XU fin-
ished 13-3 in the conference, good 
for second place in the West Divi-
sion behind GW. 
The con(erence championship 
was the second for XU's women's 
basketball program. The Muske-
teers came away with the Midwest-
ern Collegiate Conference Tourna-
ment title iri 1993 to earn the 
program's first conference title and 
NCAA Tournament automatic bid. 
After heading to the NCAA 
Tournament for the second time in 
s~hool history last seas~n, the 
women will be back again, most 
likely with a six-seed in one of the 
four 16-team regions, but they 
could be seeded as low as fifth. 
Last season, Xavier was ari eight-
seed. 
CHAMPIONSHIP GAME 
XAVIER 80; G~ WASH. 66 
For the second straight night 
Xavier found itself losing at half-
time· and came back for the win in 
the second half. Powered by 19 
points and five steals from junior 
guard· Nicole Levandusky, the 
tournament's Most Outstanding 
Player, and a 13-point, 16-rebound 
double-double from junior forward 
Jen Phillips, XU powered past 
league nemesis George Washing-
ton. 
I 
Junior. guard Nicole Levandusky (shooting) was named the A-1 O 
Tournament's Most Outstanding Player over the weekend. 
Shooting a paltry 27.3 percent in 
the first half, Xavier was lucky to 
be down by just four, points to the 
Colonials, 31~27. 
"I was really glad we were that 
close at that time," said Xavier head 
coach Melanie Balcomb. 
XU turned its defensive play up 
a notch to turn the game around. 
"In the first half, we struggled 
offensively," said Balcomb. "In the 
second half, we stepped up the in-
tensity on defense." 
The Xavi~r defense pressured 
GW into making a number of turn-
. overs, and those turnovers became 
points for the Musketeers in a hurry. 
The Musketeers only missed eight 
shots in the second half, shooting68 
percent as the defensive intensity 
transferred to the offensive side of 
the game as well. 
The turning point in the game 
came with 13:05 left in the second 
half when the Colonials' only solid 
post player, junior Petra Dubovcova, 
was whistled for her fourth foul and 
was taken out of the game. The very 
next play, Levandusky scored on an 
out-of-bounds play, was fouled, and 
hit the ensuing free throw to give 
XU a 4 7-45 lead. 
With Dubovcova on the bench, 
Xavier moved the· ball inside to 
Phillips who, at 6-3, had more size 
On Tap 
and strength than the Colonials 
could handle. She scored nine of 
her 13 points in the second half and 
dominated the boards. 
XU went on a 16-3 run in the 
next seven minutes to extend its lead 
to 15 points, forcing George Wash-
ington head coach Joe McKeown to 
insert Dubovcova back into the 
game even .though she would be 
playing with four fouls. A few sec-
onds later she was whistled for a 
reach against Phillips, at the 6:53 
mark, and fouled out. 
"In the last 10 minutes, they 
kicked into another gear," said 
McKeown. 
Xavier never looked back after 
Dubovcova left the game for good 
and outscored GW 53-35 in the sec-
ond half on the way to the 14-point 
win. 
Freshman point guard Amy 
Waugh finished the game with 14 
points and six assists, and senior 
forward Kim Hotz came off.the 
bench to drop in 13 points. The 
Colonials outrebounded Xavier, 4 7-
38, but Phillips' 16 were a game and 
career-highs. 
SEMIFINALS 
XAVIER 84, ST, JOE'S 78 (OT) 
In the gutsiest performance of 
the season, ttie Musketeers made 
• W..a>i;;;:;;:mw;w;Ml{(:w&u$.·,~~M.'W..•tx-..~w.«&.<;;~m»';;'-Xff.?:4K-::::~m-mag,W%X,*'fi.{:~ii~$~~&m;,w{.~::'.W~»>:<:::i~~~m=~%~~~;:<:;tr.~1~w~:r~K.-U.~~ Wednesday, March 8 Friday, March 1 O . Tuesday, March 14 
•Men's basketball vs. Rhode •Third round game in the •Baseball vs. Illinois-Chicago 
Island at 9:30 p.m. in the A-1 o Tournament at 9 p.m. * at 3 p.m. 
A-1 O Tournament. •Rifle at Virginia Military Inst. 
•Baseball vs. Cincinnati for NCAA Championships. Wednesday, March 15 
at 3 p.m. 
Saturday, March 11 •Baseball vs. Illinois-Chicago 
Thursday, March 9 at 3 p.m. 
•Baseball vs. Detroit at noon. 
•Men's basketball vs. St. •A-1 O Championship game Baseball games take place at 
Bonaventure at 9 p.m. in the at 6 p.m. * Hayden Field. 
A-1 O Tournament. * •Rifle at Virginia Military Inst. 
•Rifle at Virginia Military Inst. for NCAA Championships. *games are dependant on the 
for NCAA Championships. Musketeers winning their 
Sunday, March 12 previous contest. 
•Baseball vs. Detroit at noon. Home games are in bold 
one of the greatest comebacks in the · 
history of the program on Sunday 
night in the semifinal round of the . 
A-10 Tournament. Down by 19 
points at halftime, Xavier stifled the 
Hawk offense and supercharged its 
.. own to push the game.into an extra 
period for the six-point win. 
XU's first lead of the contest 
came in overtime when they scored 
the first basket of the extra frame. 
They finished the five-minute pe-
riod having shot 4-5 and outscored 
the Hawks, 11-5. Hotz, again off 
the bench, scored six of the Mus-
keteers' points in overtime, shoot-
ing a perfect 3-3. 
St. Joseph's had held its oppo-
nents to a conference-low 52 points 
per game, and the Musketeers were 
undefeated in games when they 
scored more than 80 points and had 
averaged a conference high 77. 
points per game. Something had 
to give. 
In the first half, SJU had its way, 
closely guarding Waugh and keep-
ing the XU offense from getting 
into sync. Xavier made just 11 of 
27 shots in the first half and turned 
the ball over nine times against the 
Hawk defense. 
"It disrupted us a lot," said 
Bakomb. "It took us a half to get 
used to it." 
St. Joe's led, 47-28, at the half. 
The second half was a com-
pletely different game as Xavier. 
came out running and gunning. The _ 
Musketeers jumped out to a 12-2 
run to start the half and bring the 
game back within a reasonable dis-
tance, nine points. 
However, St. Joseph's rebuilt the 
lead to 13, 63-52, with five minutes 
left in the game when Balcomb 
called .a timeout, called her team 
together and told them their only 
chance to win was to switch to a 
full-court, pressure defense. 
"We haven't really pressed all 
year, but we didn't have any 
choice," said junior center Taru 
Tuukkanen. 
The press had the desired effect 
of forcing Hawk turnovers and cre-
ating points. After the time out, XU 
went on a 12-3 run to close the score 
to 66-62 with a minute left. 
Two SJU free throws put the 
· Hawk lead at six, but a Levandusky 
three-pointer, Xavier's first of the 
half, cut the lead to just three points. 




BASEBALL VS. DETROIT 
Noon at Hayden Field'on 
Saturday. 
Come watch the baseball 
team as they open up a two-
game series against Detroit. 
Even though noon is. a little 
early for those of us who stay 
up into the wee hours of the 
night, the baseball team could 
really use your support follow-
ing a rough trip to the Sunshine 
State over t~e break. So come 
out and offer a little support, it 
won't kill you. 
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Muskies romp Hawks, ready for A-10 Tourney 
94~66 win gives Williams and Cincinnati Gardens a fitti.ng send off 
BY JOE ANGOLIA 
Sports Editor 
With the Musketeers classified 
as a bubble team by nearly every 
publication in the country, the final 
three regular-season games were 
must haves for the NCAA hopeful 
Xmen. 
Despite the stellar play of senior 
Darnell Williams, who ran his string 
of double-digit scoring games to 
eight straight ,to close out the sea-
son, the Musketeers were unable to 
sweep their final three games, the 
spoiler being a disappointing 65-64 
loss to St. Bonaventure. 
By beating La Salle and closing 
,Xavier's tenure at the Cincinnati 
Gardens with a 94-66 thrashing of 
St. Joseph's, the Musketeers did 
manage to finish the regular season 
at I9-IO (9-7 in Atlantic 10 play). 
The lone bright spot of their third 
place A-IO West finish (the Mus-
keteers lost the tie breaker to_ 
George Washington who- also fin-
ished at 9-7 in the A-i 0) was the 
Musketeers' placement on the ·op-
- posite side of the bracket than con-
ference front runner Temple. 
Though the Musketeers will 
have to win four games to earn the 
A-10 Championship and the 
conference's· automatic bid to the 
NCAA Tournament, they can use 
the prospects of a grudge match 
with Dayton in the third round as a 
source of motivation as they. try to 
stay alive. 
XAVIER 71, LA SALLE 60 
The Musketeers had one simple 
agenda for their Feb. 27 game at La 
Salle: revenge. The rematch against 
the Explorers gave the Xmen a 
chance to avenge their 3 I-point loss 
at home back on Jan. 28. 
In the win, the Explorers 
snapped the Musketeers' then 24-
game, home-court winning streak 
and marks the only time the Mus-
keteers have lost at the Cincinnati 
Gardens in the team's last 30 
games. 
La Salle was enjoying a 26-I8 
lead with just over four minutes to 
go int he half, before Garret Bragg 
ignited the Musketeers by sending 
sophomore Kevin Frey to the 
ground with an elbow to the back 
of the head. 
Frey had to leave the game to be 
stitched up. For his Simon Ogunlesi 
tactics, Bragg left the game as well, 
;!lll!~i~~ 
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after being awarded a flagrant tech-· 
nical fo__ul. As was the case _at 
Duquesne, the Musketeers used the 
attack on one of their own as moti-
vation to turn up their game. 
The Xmen closed the half with a 
13-5 run to tie the score at 3 I all. 
An 8-0 run to start the second half 
put the Muskies on top 39-3 I; La 
Salle would be fighting to regain 
ground the rest of the way. 
A four-point play by Williams, 
with just over a minute to go, put 
the finishing touches on the game 
and gave the Musketeers a much-
needed road win. Williams finished 
with a team-high I6 points.despite 
attempting just eight field goals. 
The Musketeers enjoyed a 44-3 I 
advan·tage on. the glass thanks to 
strong board work from sophomore 
Lloyd Price, freshman David West 
and junior Maurice McAfee. Price 
came away with his fourth double-
double of the year, grabbing I I re-
bounds to go with his I5 poi~ts. 
West and McAfee both fell just 
short of their own· double-doubies 
as well. West put together a I4-
point, nine-rebound performance on 
the night. EvenMcAfee, the team's 
point guard, got in on the action, 
grabbing a career-high nine boards 
while pouring in 10 points .. 
ST. BONA. 65, XAVIER 64 
The Bonnies have been one of 
the biggest surprises in the A- IO this 
season. This year St. Bonaventure 
has been one of the top teams in the 
A-10, evidenced by their victory 
·over Temple earlier in the year and 
their second-place standing in the 
A-10 East. 
Beating the Boonies would have 
given the Musketeers' RPI rating a 
much needed shot in the arm, but 
with the game separated by just one 
point in the closing seconds, the 
Musketeers failed to capitalize on 
their opportunity - four times. 
With possession of the ball and 
just 10 seconds on the clock, the 
Musketeers inbounded to a streak-
ing McAfee who threw a floater to-
wards the basket. When the. shot 
bounced off the rim, Pr.ice was 
there to get the put-back but his 
attempt and the ensuing two at-
tempts by West also failed to find 
the bottom of the net, giving the 
Xmen another heart-wrenching 
k>ss on the road. 
Both teams needed a win to help 
their case for an NCAA Tourna-
ment bid. St. Bonaventure came 
out of the gate knowing just that. 
The Boonies jumped all over the 
Xmen, 30-I5, to start the game af-
ter hitting 10 of their first l I field 
goals including six three-pointers. 
The Bonnies hit 10-21 from down-
town for the game, including one 
from David Messiah Capers which 
put SBU up _57-56 and erased the 
last XU lead of the game. 
Williams and McAfee led the 
way offensively, finishing with 16 
points a piece. West contributed 
eight rebc:mnds to the team's 34-29 
rebounding advantage, while scor-
ing 12 points. Price rounded out 
the team's top scorers with II 
points. 
· The team's rebounding advan-
tage however couldn't overcome 
the poor shooting performance 
(.367 percent). Xavier's top four 
scorers for the game (Williams, 
McAfee, West and Price) com-
bined to hit j4st 18-51 from the 
field. 
XAVIER 94, ST. JOSEPH'S 66 
Offense definitely wasn't a 
problem in Sunday's garrie against 
. St. Joseph's. The Musketee_rs 
rolled to a 28-point win by hitting 
.508 percent from the field en route 
to a 94-point outburst. 
The Musketeers' spectacular 
play gave a more than adequate 
send-off to the Cincinnati Gardens 
and this year's senior class. Be-
FILE PHOTO 
Xavier will need sophomore Lloyd Price to continue his stro.ng 
play if XU is going to make any noise in the A-1 O Tournament. 
fore the game, seniors Williams, 
Obi Harris and Kyle Ballinger were 
honored in front of the XU crowd. 
During the game, Williams, 11th 
on the school's all-time scoring list, 
gave the XU faithful something to 
remember him by, scoring 23 points 
on 7-12 shooting (4-7 from three-
point range). 
Barring a National Invitational 
Tournament game at the Cincinnati 
Gardens, this will be the last time 
the Musketeers play in an arena 
where they have become near un-
beatable. 
If it was the Muskteers' last 
game there, several players gave 
their old home a fitting tribute. 
Along with Williams' outstanding 
display, McAfee registered eight 
assists and 17 points, while Price 
recorded his fifth double-double of 
the season with his Ii-point, 10-. 
rebound performance. 
Sophomore Aaron Turner took 
some of the scoring load upon him-
self, tying a career-high in points 
with 13 while grabbing eight 
boards. 
The Musketeers not only shot 
the ball well but also protected the 
ball, committing a season-low 
seven turnovers. The team's total 
of 2I assists improved the team's 
record to 9-0 when they dish out at 
least 18 assists. · 
NCAA BERTH? ." 
Twenty wins is usually the bench 
mark for teams lqoking to receive 
an invitation to the NCAA Tourna-
ment. A win over Rhode Island in 
the first round will give the Muske-
teers that many victories, but it 
probably won'tbe enough to catch 
the selection committee's eye. 
The Musketeers have lost too 
many games this season that they 
should have and could have won, 
not to mention their horrible road 
record ( 4-8 on road, 2- I at a neu-
tral site), lack of quality wins (aside 
from Ci£!cinnati) and poor strength 
of schedule will be tough obstacles 
to overcome. 
The Musketeers (currently num-
ber 66 in the RPI rankings) will 
need a strong showing in the A- I 0 
Championship, probably an appear-
ance in the finals, to earn the elu-
sive NCAA invitation. Even then, 
the Musketeers might find them-
selves dancing at the junior prom 
again this year. 
Women: Musketeers win first Atlantic 10 Championship, gain automatic NCAA bid 
Continued from page 1 O 
St. Joe's again went to the line and 
hit two free throws, and 
Levandusky again hit a three to cut 
the deficit down to two points, 70-
68, with 36.6 seconds left. 
St. Joseph's senior center and A-
I O Player-of-the-Year, Jana 
Lichnerova, hit two more free· 
throws, but Tuukkanen scored on 
an inside shot for XU to keep the 
difference at two. Junior guard 
Cheryl Kulesa then went to the free-
throw line for the Hawks but only. 
made one of her shots, leaving the 
door open for the Musketeers. 
Freshman guard Reetta. Piipari 
dribbled the ball- under the basket 
and kicked it out to an open Waugh 
at the top of the key. Waugh nailed 
the three-point shot to tie the game, 
73-73, with 5.7 seconds remaining. 
St. Joe's got off a desperation shot, 
but it was not close and the teams 
went to overtime. 
Tuukkanen dropped 27 points on 
the Hawks, Levandusky 20 and 
Phillips registered I6 points and I I 
rebounds. Hotz finished the contest 
with I4 points. 
The win put Xavier into the 
championship game against George 
Washington. 
QUARTERFINALS 
XAVIER 76, ST. BONA. 57 
St. Bonaventure defeated 
Duquesne the night before for the 
chance to play Xavier, who had a 
first-round bye, on Saturday 
evening. Xavier rolled over the 
Bonnies, 76-57, like they were 
hardly more than a bump on the 
road to a championshjp. 
XU opened a 22-6 lead in the 
first 10 minutes of the contest, the 
first game action for the Muske-
teers in IO days following their 
regular season finale. 
"I think we were fired up be-
cause we haven't played a game in 
10 days," said Tuukkanen. 
Xavier shot better than 50 per-
cent for the contest and registered 
25 assists as a team, nine of which 
belonged to Waugh. Tuukkanen 
finished with 21 points and nine· 
rebounds, and Phillips recorded I2 
points and seven boards. 
The win set up a rematch of last 
season's A-IOChampionshipgame 
between XU and St. Joseph '.s. The 
Hawks prevailed in that contest to 
win the title. 
REGULAR SEASON FINALE 
XAVIER 87, DUQUENSE 54 
The last basketball game to be 
played in Schmidt Fieldhouse was 
a blowout victory for the home 
Musketeers on Feb. 24, 87-54. Next 
season, Xavier will play its games 
in the new Cintas Center across 
campus from the fieldhouse which 
has been the only home to XU 
women's hoops since its inception 
in the I 97 I-72 season. 
Xavier dominated the game, 
leading 4I~8 at one point in the first 
half on the strength of a 27-0 run 
that lasted for over 10. minutes. 
Piipari scored 14 of her team-high 
I8 points over that stretch. The 
Dukes ended the half with a 13-2 
run that closed the score to 43-2I 
at halftime. 
In the second half, Xavier never 
led by less than 24 points. 
Waugh finished the contest with 
a career-high 13 assists, and 
Levandusky added I5 points to the 
winning cause. The win was not 
enough to move the Musketeers 
past George Washington in the fi-
nal West Division standings, and 
XU was the second seed in the West 
in the A-10 Tournament. 
After the game, seniors Hotz and 
guard Amy Hughes were honored 
in senior night festivities. 
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Symphony update 
Guest conductor Peter 
Oundjian leads the Cincinnati 
Symphony Orchestra March 10 
and 11 at 8 p.m. at Music Hall. 
The orchestra will perform 
Ralph Vaughn Williams' "Fanta-
sia on a Theme of Thomas Tallis," 
Bart6k's Violin Concerto No. 2 
featuring violinist Leonidas 
Kavakos, and Tchaikovski 's 
"Winter Dreams" Symphony No. 
l "in G minor. 
Tickets are priced from $12 to 
$46 and are available by phone 
at 381-3300. 
Student tickets are $IO the 
week of the shows. Students may 
purchase up to two tickets with 
each valid student ID. 
Got poetry? 
The English Club will join 
forces with the Renegade Garage 
Players on Friday, March 10 for 
an inclusive poetry reading for 
people with and without disabili-
ties. 
Those interested should meet 
at 6:45 p.m. at Bellarmine circle. 
The poetry reading will be held 
at the Clovernook Center for the 
Blind. 
For more information, call 
Loraine at 351-6308. 
Theatre event 
The University of Cincinnati 
College-Conservatory of Music 
presents the Cincinnati premiere 
of the musical "Children of 
Eden" in the Studio Theatre. 
Performances are Thursday, 
March 9 through Saturday, 
March 11 at 8 p.m., with a 2 p.m. 
matinee on Saturday. 
For more infprmation, call the 
box office at 556-4183. 
Stomp 
Tickets are currently on sale 
for the March 21-26 perfor-
mances of "Stomp" at the 
Aronoff Center. 
Ticket prices range between 
$20 and $40 and are available at 
the ~box office and all 
Ticketmaster outlets. 
For more information, call the 
Broadway Series office at 241-
2345, or visit the Web site at 
www.broadwayseries.com 
XU jazz piano 
Jazz pianist Mike Longo will 
perform for the Xavier Jazz Pi-
ano Series on Sunday, March 12 
at 2:30 p.m. in the Cincinnati Art 
Museum Theatre. 
Tickets· are $14 or free with a 
valid Xavier ID. 
For more information, call 
745-3161 or l-800-344-4698 ext. 
3161. 
Amazon 
The Omnimax Theatre in the 
Cincinnati Museum Center is 
showing "Amazon," running 
through mid-June. 
For tickets and showtimes, 
call 287-7000 or visit the Web 
site at www.cincymuseum.org 
.'' •'t' 
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T H E A T E R REVIEW-. 
'Beauty Queen' wins laughs~ gasps 
TWO LASSES OF IRELAND GO HEAD-TO.;HEAD IN THIS CLASSIC MOTHER/DAUGHTER BATTLE 
BY JAY KALAGAYAN 
Co11trib111i1lg Writer 
This searing and dryly comic play 
pits. 40-year-old Ma'ureen Folan 
against her aging, selfish mother Mag 
in the. dank cottage they share in 
Leenane, a tiny village -in a remote 
corner of Ireland's County Galway. 
' Here the two women verbally beat 
and scratch at each other, forever 
swapping the upper hand in a circu-
lar game of power. 
Sharp-tongued Maureen is desper-
ate to get away and get on with her 
life, and she's increasingly bitter in 
the realization that escape will never 
come. 
· Mag is old, infirm and terrified of 
being abandoned. She also is diaboli-
cally manipulative and delights in tak-
ing preemptive strikes at anything 
which might offer her daughter the 
faintest glimmer of happiness or·a 
chance to.leave. 
When local lad Pato Dooley at-
tempts to spark a romance with 
Maureen (with the reluctant aid of his 
hapless and hilarious younger brother 
Ray), he ignites a final maelstrom 
which leads toward the horrifying and 
utterly mesmerizing climax of the 
play. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF PLAYHOUSE IN THE PARK 
Ray Dooley (Kevin Henderson, left) suffers through an agonizing interview with Mag Folan (Pauline Flanagan) 
The Good 
The .story. At the age of 23, play-
wright Martin McDonagh wrote "The 
Beauty Queen of Leenane" in eight 
days. 
This is an uncanny play to invade 
the Marx Theatre. McDonagh is able 
to weave bitter but hilaribus humor 
with the drama of family life. The 
story feels authentically set in Ireland 
with the characters' dialogue and be-
havior, yet the themes are still able to 
touch the audience. 
Similar themes dealing with unful-
filled hopes, the relationship between 
a mother-and daughter, the elderly, the 
· desire to leave a childhood home and 
the basic stupidity of youth connect 
with the audience with ease. 
The direction. Director John Go-· 
ing does an excellent job iil his inter-
pretation of the script. 
His work with the actors included 
thoroughness in language with pains-
taking detail in non-verbal language 
as well ~ actors told more in body 
language than in words. 
Going, besides having a great 
name, also kept a great balance be-
, tween the dark elements. of the play 
in the Tony Award-winning comedy-drama-''The Beauty Queen of Leenane'.' 
and the lighter humor. The audi-
ence laughed, then gasped, then 
laughed again. 
The ensemble. Pauline Flanagan 
plays the infirm mother, Mag Folan. 
Flanagan does an excellent job as 
she croons, manipulates and pours 
"wee" down the sink. She makes 
the character loved and hated by the 
audience, who either questions her 
fate as possibly undeserved or 
would like to line up and take their 
parentally repressed anger out on 
her. 
Maureen Folan is played well by 
Giulia Pagano. She is set up as the 
heroine who must make decisions 
for her own life. 
During the first act, she sulks in 
the company of her mother and 
sings in the embrace of Pa to Dooley 
- to the audience's delight. It is 
her transformation in the second act 
that surprises all. 
Ray Dooley (Kevin Henderson) 
steals the scenes he occupies. He 
possesses all the ineptitude of youth 
and uses it to bull through his scenes 
- also to the audience's delight. 
He shifts the focus from the darker 
story with his ignorance and allows 
the audience to feel superior to Ray 
because they think they know the 
true story. 
The set. James Wolk creates an 
incredible background to set an in-
credible story. 
The set is a working kitchen . 
room of a cottage with a breathtak-
ing backdrop of dreamy mountains. 
The frosting to the cake is the ac-
tual water falling from the ceiling. 
Wolk utilizes the rain as a visual 
effect rather than simply a sound 
effect. As the audience members 
filter into their seats before the 
show, the rain falls soothingly, in-
troducing an incredible set to us 
before the lights even come up. 
The Bad 
The mother and maybe the eld-
erly. A playwright has to voice the 
stories in his or her own head with-
out civil thinking influencing his or 
her writing. 
However, as the baby boom gen-
eration gets older and the option of 
living with their children becomes. 
reality, it is feared thatthe audience 
will see the play as the "worst it can 
get" situatfon. 
Hopefully, the almost maniacal 
portrayal of Mag will not scare chi 1-
dren into refusing to live _with their 
parents and Maureen's bitterness 
and behavior will not scare the eld~ 
erly who are in the care of their 
children. 
"Wee" poured down the sink. 
-COMING A T T R A C T I 0 N S 
It's a "you have to see the play to 
understand" bit of humor, but seri-
ously, this pouring of urine down 
the sink has to stop. 
The Word 
This play is considerably differ-
ent than the usual productions on 
the Marx stage. Although the 
darker elements might make this 
play more suited to the Playhouse's 
Shelterhouse Theatre, "Beauty 
Queen" is perfect for the larger the-
ater. The story, characters and set 
are allowed to breathe in the Marx, 
making it more vulnerable to the 
audience. 
"The Beauty Queen ofLeenane" 
is definitely a must-see for the 
Queen City's theater season. The 
play pushes the limits in story, set 
and character. 
Also, McDonagh has a second 
shot at Cincinnati, as his other play, 
"The Cripple of Inishmaan," opens 
at the Ensemble Theatre on March 
15. 
The Info 
"The Beauty Queen ofLeenane" 
runs through March 31. For more 
information or tickets, call the box 
office at 421-3888. 
Join us later this month as Assistant Diversions Editor Mike "Mikey" Kohlbecker defies death in a hair-raising skydive, courtesy of Skydive 
Greene County. By the way, does all this excitement make you jealous and move you to covet the adventures of The Newswire staff? 
Well, here's your golden opportunity. Next week, The Newswire will be accepting applications for a number of positions, including Diversions. 
So don't miss out - get over to the Publications _House and get yourself an application before someone else steals your dream job. 
New Releases 
The following discs are due for release on or before March 8 ... 
Crowbar, Equilibrium (Spitfire) ... The Beatsteaks, Launched (Epi-
taph) ... Black Rob, life Sto1y (Arista) ... The Dwarves, Come Clean (Epi-
taph) ... Full Devil Jacket, Full Devil Jacket (Isla'ndf ... The Melvins, The 
Crybaby (Ipecac) ... Papas Fritas, Buildi11gs and Grou11ds (Minty Fresh) 
... The Persuasions, Sunday Momi11g Soul (Rounder) ... Mary Timony, 
Mo1111tai11s (Matador) ... Viole~t Femmes, Freak Mag11et (Beyond) ... The 
Dirty Three, Whatever You Love, You Are (Touch and Go) ... 
... all dates are tentative. 
live Wires r:~f~~~~{JI~~~ Of~ftfo(~1("1/1(·1*•l .... _1· te.~tt ~1~~ . ~~~?,:.~;=~~~~~~tt; ~~lo( Wltlt~ ~:1.cJ.o-.1 1 ."f.t~H ~.o.IUl"I 101 .. :1 ,., oeu ..i~1•ur 
'IJ\Lrlt ~II! 1\1 )l lt'>t • -~ 
Thursday, March 9 
Fiona Apple 
@ Taft Theatre 
Friday, March JO 
Surgeon General 
@The Void 
,Mt1"'" •u• .. 1...-10 .. 
!llll~!I \-1 lt,.1 !I !'tf l•)WI\ 
Saturday, March I 1 
Neurotica 
@Annie's 
Sunday, March 12 
Dance Hall Crashers 
w/ Reverend Horton Heat 
and One Man Army 
@Bogart's 
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Your mission, Mr. Shandling: reproduce 
. ' IF YOU-HAVE A COUPLE HOURS AND AN EMPTY-HEADED DATE; THIS IS THE COMEDY FOR YOU 
_ __;:B....:.Y-'M~IK;;.:;E"--"-K:..;;O....:.H""'"L_B __ E_,_C_K.,...ER_·._:......._, .... thatHaroid ha~ been sent to accom~ 
Asst. Diversions Editor ·· plish. Fqr one, she. wiH nqt have·' 
When the English wanted to sex until ~he is married .,...,.. a born~ · 
conquer the Scottish, they decided again virgin, if y~u will. 
to breed them out. Harold soon finds himself im-
In the year 2999, a colony of mersed in the mess that we call 
,aliens are attempting to do the same ,;aating:" · 
~o earthlings. That is, if they can On top of these pressures, 
handle our women. Hiirold must deal with a persistent 
> In the film "WhatPlanetAre You Federal Avia.tion Administration 
from?," Gary Shandling plays agent (John.Goodman) who is 
Harold Anderson, an alien with a catC:hini6~ to where he ls from. 
mission. His all-male home planet · ··Who would hav~ thought pursuit 
has its sights set on conquering ofa consenting female would be so 
'earth through breeding. difficult? 
Harold's mission is to find an "What Planet Are You From?" 
earth woman and impregnate her. has its moments, though they rarely 
Easy, right? Wrong. ~m~unt to more than a chuckle. The 
He soon gets a crash course in film is never boring, but some 
understanding women. It seems scenes shine brighter than others. 
this poor guy. has every odd against · . Often times, the characters carry 
him. Since members of his race do the. entfre weight'of the film. Greg 
not have sexual organs, he is forced 
to use a mechanical penis, one that 
makes a humming nosie when 
aroused. That is enough to turn any 
woman away. 
After several failed attempts at 
acheiving his goal, he sets his sights 
on Susan (Annette Bening), a re-
covering alcoholic determined to 
start a new life. · 
Unfortunately, Susan presents 
complexities that no "woman simu~ 
.Jator" back home could ever pre-
dict. Her desire tci "get on the right 
track" conflicts with the objective 
Kinnear's portrayal of a morally 
challenged, horny male is a prime 
example. Quirks like attending Al-
coholics Anonymous meetings as a 
prime dating pool and "having re-
lation~;, ,in the vault of the bank 
where he works never fail to deliver 
amusement. 
Also notable is Goodman's 
.high-strung 'character, who is so 
focused on exposing Harold that he 
, overlooks his own deteriorating 
marriage. 
In an attempt to document the 




PHOTO COURTESY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES 
Alien visitor Harold (Shandling, left) and his new wife Susan (Bening) banter about the joys and trials of married 
life in Columbia Pictures' comedy "What Planet Are You From?" · · 
males, the script stumbles across an 
amusing scene or two. 
Arguments concerning issues 
like the remote control and football 
games on TV will leave both males 
an_d females delighted about how 
true it is. 
"What Planet Are You From?" 
is a good date movie. It is a light-
hearted comedy that will appeal to 
both genders. 
Newswire Rating: **~ 
··" .--· ... 'i .,.,_ . 
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-IN Y 0 U R E A R 
· . Soundt~atk ··.·. 
.Any Given Sunday 
··(Warner Sunsei:/Atlantic) 
The last few years has seen an 
explosion of movie. soundtr.acks 
that are nothing more than a .col-
lection of wanna-be hits, 
Moreover, these songs are rarely 
featu;ed in the movie itself, instead 
using the phrase "songs inspired 
by,;' to excuse the inclusion of me-
diocre, canned and recycled songs. 
This litany has been "inspired 
by .'. :" .the recent release of the 
soundtrack to the Oliver Stone film, 
"Any Given Sunday." 
While I may not be the resident · 
expert on rap, hip-hop or rap/metal, 
I can tell the difference between 
w~at constitutes a sweet rap and 
what makes up plain c;>ld crap. 
The former is characterized by 
tight rhymes laid down .over sweet 
beats and funky rhythms, enough 
to make you wanna start "backin' 
that ass up" on the floor. 
The latter is nursery school~level 
rhymes, recycled samples and tired 
topics. 
This CD combines a total of 
three decent, tricked-out tunes with 
so much trite, spare-me-please cuts 
that one has to wonder what bar-
gain bin this CD was compiled 
from.· 
The seleCt few tracks that de-
serve some respect .include Missy 
Elliott laying down the verse over 
the stylings of the London Session 
Orchestra:. . . , . . , . . 
··As' usual with. Ms. Misde-
meanor, you are gonna find your. 
head bumpin' and hips swayin' by · 
the time the track ends. 
LL Cool J provides a cut entitled. 
"Shut 'Em Down," which, while 
definitely better than his most re-
cent effort, "Shark Attack," 'inakes 
me hope LL decides to stick to act-
ing for the foreseeable future. 
The last passable song is donated 
by Swiss Beatz, featuring Eve and 
Drag-On, called "Move Right 
Now." Played with the bass 
cranked, it definitely makes you 
want to "move right now." 
Everything else is throw-away 
contributions from the likes of Kid 
Rock, Hole, Capone-N-Noreaga, 
and DMX, that are forgettable at 
best. 
Of note only is Jamie Foxx's at-
tempt to imitate Dru Hill. It's about 
as believable as him becoming a 
star-quarterback in the real NFL. 
This CD earns $1/2. · 




(Righteous Babe Records) 
Poetry is an echo of memory. 
Sekou Sundiata's album typifies 
that statement as he compiles his 
observations and experiences from 
a lifetime of tapping the poetry of a 
culture. His style of poetry refers 
to the voices that resonate within 
an individual. 
Sundiata tackles such topics as 
Nelson Mandela 's victory tour 
across the world after his release 
from prison ("Mandela"). 
He explores the effects of the 
past on a present struggle to live 
supposed freedom, no longer re-
strained, because of the work of 
such figures as Malcolm x· and 
Martin Luther King Jr. ("droppin' 
revolution"). These tracks create 
visions of celebration and explora-
tion. 
The pieces on this album are 
hardly songs. Poetry lies at the 
heart of this disc. Sundiata weaves 
his spoken word art into .back-
ground sounds: The musical ac-
companiment serves as garnish to 
Sundiata's lyrical precision. 
"Hendrix" recreates the magic 
and mystery of a Jimi Hendrix rer-
formance, a man who "believed he 
was from another planet." The po-
etry coupled with a.synth-like gui-
. tar and the wailing background vo-
cals of Sandra St. Victor ask the 
questions "What is a sound? What 
i.s a feeling?" while transcending 
the title character insome rock n' 
roll heaven. 
Perhaps the most intense piece 
on· the .disc is "magic ·bullet." 
Sundiata revisits the ghosts of 
· Kennedy's assassination, revealing 
the unk110wn cultural consequences 
of the powerful historical event. 
The drums combined with the rush-
ing lyrics give the sense of a high-
speed America on the verge of over-
heating. 
However, this disc is very diffi-
cult to listen to. Several of the 
tracks on this disc sound like an 
open-mike night at a local coffee 
shop, which is to say that Sundiata 
sounds like he uses whatever ideas 
surface in his mind. 
Throughout, he offers such odd 
thoughts as "just because you put 
puppies in the oven, that don't make 
them biscuits" or "Little Richard 
teaching the Beatles how to scream 
like Aunt Jemima without her pan-
cakes." At times, Sundiata strays 
from the voice of memory to the 
voice of abstraction, leaving the lis-
tener wondering exactly what he is 
trying to say. 
Running over an hour, the album 
begins to numb the mind. Some of 
the trac~s are hypnotic, yet the type 
of hypnotic that leaves you worn 
out and tired from trying to deci-
pher his message. 
The album is released on. Ani 
DiFranco's label, Righteous Babe 
Records. Difranco herself was 
once a student of Sundiata's, and 
his placement on her label brings 
his inspiration to a whole new au-
dience. 
There are reasons that this is a 
good thing, but I wonder how much 
the people who might really appre-
ciate Sundiata's message will actu-
ally take to .his brand of confusion. 
Sundiata may confuse or annoy 
at times with his rambling. 
However, there is no denying his 
ability to connect people with their 
past and remind them of the need 
to explore their own dreams and 
. memories on a personal and cul-
tural level. Perhaps Sundiata says 
it best of all: "When they close their 
eyes, what did they see? /They saw 
you. They saw me." 
lo11gstorysh01t offers insight into 
a world of connections, a world of 
truly seeing others, for all of hu-
manity. 
This disc earns $$1/2. 
-Adam Ziemkiewicz, 
Diversions Writer 
NEWSWIRE CD RATINGS 
$$$$ - An instant classic! 
$$$ - Pick this up on your 
next trip to the record store. 
~$·-This is,worth dubbing 
from a friend. · 
$ - Makes a better Frisbee®. 




Our catalog of summer classes is 
ready to be mailed to you The 
catalog gives you a complete listing 
of our course offerings, special 
workshops, and travel programs. 
Call today for our Summer Catalog. 
Sessions beginning 
May, June, and July 
To request a catalog: 
Call us at 216-3974257 
or e-mail us at mkeaveney@jcu.edu 
Look us up atwww.jcu.edu/summer 
EASY REGISTRATION . 
CONVENIENT LOCATION 
SMALL CLASSES • FREE PARKING 
ADVERTISE IN 
THE NEWSWIRE. 
LANCE WILL MAKE YOU AN OFFER YOU CAN'T 
REFUSE, JUST ASK UNCLE VITO .•• 
ON SECOND THOUGHT, YOU'D BEITER NOT, 
HE DOESN'T LIKE TO TALK ABOUT BUSINESS 
. --WITH STRANGERS. INSTEAD,. 
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Bi..·ttt·r i11grn!fents,-. 
'J). ·!I. ·1· l Ii I/" . )\, '.· l l .. ,\, •. 
Call: 513 - 731 - 5959 
Drivers ea·rn. u,p to $1·5.00 per 
··hour!. 
· . ReqLl.ired: 
Flexible S.chedLlle · 
Good· 'Driving Record 
·Insurance 
Your Own· Vehicle 
" ~ .-. 
· .· .. :* Ask .. for Scott or l..ynn 
,,·· - . 
. :'·· 
; . : 
.com 
® . 
The Athletic SportSource sM 
WHERE YOU'LL F'IND 
• OVER 1 7,baa PRODUCTS ON-LINE 
0 
A FREE SCREENSAVER . ~-. 
··. Swee 
· • A CHANCE TC WIN CCCL ' ~~- . · 
PRIZES IN THE DREAM SCREEN 
SWEEPSTAKES LIKE: 
A TRIP TO THE X·l3AMES® IN 
SAN F"RANCISCa; AN MTX® AUDIO . 
SPEAKER SYSTEM; OR EVEN A NEW 
PONTIAC® SUNF"IRE® SPORTS 
COUPE 
W..!!fii111'1Fil"'4e.. t•BY P 0 N T I A. C. 
THE ){,AVIER NEWSWIRE 
CALL NOW! WORK NOW! 
RESTAU.RANTS 
FULL SERVICE; FINEDINING, FAST 
FOOD,:DELIVERY, FAMILYSTYLE, 
MANAGEMENT, BARS &PUBS, 
NIGHTCLUBS, COUNTRY CLUBS, 
HOTELS, CONCESSIONS, DIETARY, 
PllODUCTI()N, CAFETERIA & . 
HEALTHCARE! 
. 1 OO's of Food Service Jobs 
Available · · 
NOW ·HIRING · . . ' . . . ' . . 
CALL 1"!877-991-9292 
.. FREE SERVICE 
RESTAURANT JOB LINE 
.·· ',,, ~-: .. _' ·' 
·, -·· 
RETIREMENT ,INSURANCE MUTUAL FUNDS 





Center, East,. Inc. 
TRUST SERVICES TUITION FINANCING 
While TIAA-CREF 
invests for the long term, 
it's nice to.see performance ... 
like this tpday. 
. ' . 
TIAA-CREF delivers impressive results like these by . '' . . . ( ~- ' ' 
combining two disciplined inv_estment strategies. 
In our equity accounts; for'example, we combine· 
· CREF GLOBAL EQOITIES ACET. 1 
36.05% 22.02% 18.75% 
active management with enhanced indexing. With 1 YEAR 5 YEARS SINCE INCEPTION 
two strategies, we have two ways. to seek out 
.. ASOF 12/31/99 AS OF 12/31/99 5/1/92 
performance opportunities:-helpirig to make your With over $250 billion in assets, we're the world's 
investments work twice as hard. largest retirement company and the .leading choice 
EXPENSE RATIO Combine this with our- low on America's campuses. If that sounds good to 
expenses and you'll see · you1consider this number 1 800-842-2776. Call and 
' ' . CREF GIDBAL INDUSTRY . 
EQUITIES AVERAGE -
0.37112 1.92113 from the .competiti,on. 
how TIAA-CREF stands apart find out how TIAA-CREF can work for you today 
and tomorrow. 
w w w. t i a a - c r e. f . o· r g 
1. The Investment results shown for the CREF variable annuitY reflect past Performance and are not lndbtive of future rates of return. These returns and the value of the pfln-
clpal You have Invested will fluctuate, so the shares YoU own may be more or less than their original price upon redemption. Foreign stock markets are subject to additional 
risks from changing currency values. Interest rates.government regulations, and political and economic conditions. 2. TIAA.CREF expenses are subject to change and are not 
guaranteed for the future.3.Source:Mornlngstar,lnc. 12/31199,tracklng 279 world stock mutual funds. TIM-cREF Individual and Institutional Servlce!,lnc.dlstrlbutes CREF cer-
tificates and Interests In the TIAA Real Estate Account. Teachers Personal.Investors Servkes, Inc. distributes the variable component of the personal annuities, mutual runds and 
tu-Ion smngs agieements. TIM andTIAA-cREF life Insurance Co. Issue Insurance and annuities. TIAA<REFTrust Company, FSB provides trust services.._ productl..,.. 
noc FDIC ......... ....,,_ •lueMld-nocllHlcguuantMd. For' more complete lnfonnatlon on CREF,lncludlrig cllarves and expenses,call 1 800842-ln6,ext. 5509,for 
the PfOlll«IUS. Reid It Clfefully before you Invest or send monoy.o lOOOTIM.CREF 11110. 
. . .'•": ........ .. 
JOIN OUR 
STAFF. 
week of MARCH 8, 2000 15 
THE NEWSWIRE IS CURRENTLY 
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR ALL 
POSITIONS FOR THE 2000-2001 . 
SCHOOLYEAR.: YOU CAN PICK UP AN 
APPLICATION AT THE PUBLICATIONS 
HOUSE (NEXT TO CBA ON 
LEDGEWOOD). IF YOU HAVE 







* Kitchen Help 
*·Part-time & Full-time 
* Great experience 
* Fun environment ---.. -----..................... _ .................................................................................................................................... ______ .,,._ ............. ... 
Interviews with us 10:00 AM - .5:00 PM 
Monday - Friday 
MADEIRA 
7677 Goff Terrace 
across from Kroger's 
272.:.2220 
MONTGOMERY 
.. 11384 Montgomery Road 
behind Blockbuster Video 
489-9777 . . 
. . ENJOY 2:GF~EAT ~OCATIONS! 
...... . . . . . . . . ' . g part-·· 
· tiine 'l:andidates for the following opportunities, As part of the benefits, we 
offer excellent compensation and a free- membership to our beautiful state-
of-the,art facilities. . . 
, . Lifeguards· 
_The Mercy HealthPlex in Fairfield currently seeks part-time Lifeguards to 
work flexible mornings or evenings. CPR certification and WSI or ACR 
certification required; experience is preferred. For more information, 
contact.Lisa at 513-682-1209. You may also apply in person or mail a 
resume-to: Mercy He'althPlex, Human Resources, 3050 Mack Road, 
Fafrfteld, OH 45014. 
· Locker Room Attendants 
The Mercy.HeaJthPlex In Anderson ls currently seeking· part-time Men's 
and Women's _Locker Room Attendants to work flexible hours cleaning 
loclrer roo'!ls, folding towels and greeting guests. A high school diploma 
(or_GED) ls required. Some cleaning experience ls a plus, but we are 
willlng to train the right candidates! For more information, please call Rick 
at 513-624-1886. You may also apply in person or mall a resume to: Mercy 
HealthPlex, Human Resources, 7495 State Rd., Clnclnnatl, OH 45255. 
Building on Diversity for a New Century, EOE M/F/DN. 
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This is a place'· unlike any other. A place with. one name, and infinite 
possibilities. A . place that's many companies, with many opportunities~ 
You'll bring your own ideas here. Your skills, your ambition. You'll put . 
them all to work in a unique environment of team spirit and individual 
achievement that have made this company the world leader. it is today; 
And you'll make it better than you found it. .. - · 
Whatever your major is, Fidelity's diverse and. entrepreneurial.environ-
ment may be.perfectly suited to your particular area of expertise. W.e invite 
· you to attend our on~campus presentation and to speak with our repre-
sentatives to learn more .about the unique opportunities at Fidelity; 
. INFORMATION SESS~ON 
Fidelity Investments - MidweSt Region 
Xavier University 
Tuesday, March 14th, 5:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m .• 
Universify Center, Emery Board Room 
If you are unable to·attend, please forward your resume via 
Career Services or e-mail it to college.relations.midwest@£mr.com 
Fidelity Investments is committed to creating a diversified en'.viron~ent 
and proud to be an equal opportunity employer. · 
For additional opportunities nationwide, please visit our Web site at: 
FI D EL IT Y .·c 0 MI J 0 BS 
. '. 
FldelayA~· 
WE HELP YOU INVEST RESPONSIBLY"' 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
.,. ':: ,···'·:'"~>.:!.''· .. ... ,~.·.:.~=:· -~"'-:i·\":/_" . 
. t~~~~tth[{t:.;~~;i,~j~t:rH~"? .... 
FOR DETAILS, VISIT ST. BARBARA HALL 
OR CALL 745 - 1062 
week of MARCH 8, 2000 l7 
321-3100 
Pregnancy Problem 
Center, East, Inc. 
IS YOUR FUTURE 
WORTH 
$50,000! 
. WE THINK so.· 
The Army now offers college 
scholarships worth up to $50,000 
for qualifying applicants through 
the Montgomery GI Bill and the 
Army College Fund .. 
It's worth a ca II to find out 
. more. ca·11 your local recruiter at: 
513 - 731- 4400 
ARMY.. 
BE ALL. YOU CAN BE. 
www.goarmy.com 
What Really Works! 
Monday., March 13 
.. 1 :30-2:30· 
UniversityCenter 101H. 
Let us know if you would like to attend by l~aving a message at 
wellness@xavier.xu.edu or x3599. 
Everyone will ·receive an information packet 
This advertisement was supported by Grant/Cooperative Agreement Number 99038 
from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. It's contents are solely the 
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' POSITIONS· AVAii.ABLE: .. . ·, · . ... · · " · . ·. 
. ,, . . 
· >Editorial: Editor-in-








>News: Campus News 
Editor, Assistant Campus 
News Editor, News Feature 
. Editor, World News· Editor 
>Opinions and Editori-
als: 
Op-Ed Editor, Assis~ant Op-
. Ed Editor 
>Sports: Sports Editor, 
Assistant Sports Editor 
>Diversions: Diversions 
Editor, 
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THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Classified. ads are 25 cents per .word ·with a $5 minimum. To place your classified ad in The 
Newswire call the advertising manager, Lance Schuerger, at (513)745-3561 or send an e'."'mail to 
· newswireads@yahoo.com· · 
Summer day.camp located 
. north. of Cincinnati hiring coun-
selors. All necessary training 
provided. Great hours, excel-
lent pay and a fun summer ex-
perience. Call Amanda at 772-
5888 ext. 204. 
100 instructors/counselors 
needed. Coed sleepaway 
camp in Pocono Mountains, Pa. 
More than 60 land/water ac-
tivities. Good salary/tips! Call 
(800) 422-9842 or visit 
www.campcayuga.com 
Personal trainers needed!! 
Fitness check nutrition & per-
. sonal training service is hiring 
certified personal trainers, as 
well as excercise physiology, 
kinesiology and athletic train-
ing majors with knowledge in 
basic muscle kinesiology and 
biomechanics. This is a great 
opportunity to get experience 
in the health and fitness field. 
We offer part-time positions, 
flexible hours and pay rates 
based on experience and cre-
dentials. If interested please 
call Renay today at World Gym 
at 583-0100. 
Call now! Work now! Res-
taurant Job Line! Call: (877) 
991-9292. 
Earn part-time income 
at leading Cincinnati wine 
and gourmet store. Sales. 
Stock shelves. Prefer 21 or 
over. 984-9463. 
Approximately .1/4 mile 
from Xavier at the corner of 
Cleneay Avenue and Mont-
gomery Road. We have an 
immediate opening for a part-
time cashier/operator. Reliabil-
ity is imperative. The hours re-
quired are Mondays (5·9 
p.m.), Tuesdays (5·8 p.m.), 
Wednesdays (5·9 p.m.) and 
Saturdays (10 a.m.-4 p.m.). 
Approximately 17 total hours 
per week. To intervi.ew, call Mr. 
Elmlinger at 531-5500 from 8 
a.m.-5 p.m. Mol)day-Friday. 
EARN MONEY 
We're looking for men and · 
women to deliver the new tele-
phone directories from Cincin-
nati Bell. Work in your area, 
work full time or part time and 
get paid upon completion of 
each route. To qualify, you must 
be 18 or older, have a valid 
driver's license and social se-
curity card and have an in-
sured vehicle. To apply, call 
Monday-Friday, 9:30 a.m.-5 
p.m. Call (800) 979-7978. Di-
rectory Distributing Associa-
tion. We are an EOE. 
Immediate openings -
students earn $375-$575 
. weekly processing/assem-
bling medical l.D. cards. from 
home. Experience unneces-
sary ... we train you! Call 
MediCard (541) 386-5290, 
ext. 300. 
Pool managers, lifegaurds, · 
swim coaches. Hiring now for 
summer positions. Excellent 
·pay, work outdoors! Call 777 7 
1444. 
Loving caregiver needed 
for 2nd-grade girl and 3rd-
grade boy in my Anderson 
Township home, starting 
March 27. School year hours: 
4 -7 p.m. and 8 a.m.-7 p.m. in 
the summer. Reliable trans-
portation needed. Call Patty at 
583-6370 from 9 a.m.-6 p.m. 
or 223-9505 after 7 p.m. 
STUDENT WORK 
$11.25 base pay. Flexible 
schedules 5-30 hrs./week. 
Customer service/sales, 
scholarships available. Condi-
tions apply. Call 671-4823, 
www.workforstudents.com/np 
Summer cash! Student 
Mngmt./sales position with na-
tional firm; Pays $10-$12 + 
commission. Available to soph., 
jr., and sr. only. For informa-
tion, go to www.jablon.com 
Three programmers 
only! To join start-up and 
receive 15% equity position 
of company. Experience 
with most of the following: 
ASP, HTML, Java Script, 
CGJ and Perl, Unix for Web 
Programmers. We also part-
ner with individuals to help 
get great ideas to market. 
Serious inquirers only. You 
can work from your loca-
tion! E-mail resume to 
freetell @hotmail.com 
Looking to hire caring 
student(s) to train my 3-1/2-
year-old son year round in my 
hame in Erlanger (Northern) 
Kentucky. The training will in-
clude sensory integration, (oc-
cupational) therapy and applied 
behavioral analysis (speech 
and language therapy): I will 
arrange for training the right 
person. My son does NOT 
have any disturbing behaviors. 
Please call Stacy at 342-8265 




For Sale! File cabinet. 
Please call 931-2687. 
·97 Nissan Altima. Assume 
lease at $245/month. No 
money down. Credit approval 
re uired. Call 697-7004. 
Cancun and Jamaica as 
low as $399. Reps wanted!!! 
Sell 15 and travel free. Low-
est prfoe guaranteed!!! For in-
formation, call (800) 446-8335 
or visit: www.sunbreaks.com 
Size does matter! Biggest 
break package, best price 
from $29! Call us at (800) 224· 
GULF, or visit us on the Web 
at: www.s rin breakh .com 
Location: 3964 Regent 
Ave. Short-term rental from 
Dec. '99-May '00. 3-bed-
room($600/mo.) and 1-bed-
room ($400/mo.) in nice 2-
family (or entire house for 
$850/mo.) +utilities. Washer/ 
dryer included. Please call 
984-8576. 
Adorable efficiency 
across from campus. New 
appliances. Carpet, laundry 
and great closets. Bright, 
cheery and quiet. Best value 
$295. Call 961-5555. 
Apartments available now! 
2 blocks from campus. 3-bed-
room ($600/mo.) 1-bedroom · 
(300/mo.) or whole house (850/ 
mo.). Water paid! Call 624-
6732. 
. Spacious 3-bedroom apart-
ment in North Avondale avail-
able. Located a half mile from 
Xavier's campus. Apartment 
set in turn of the century man-
sion. Features are a full kitchen 
including dishwasher and dis-
posal, ceiling fans, air condi· 
lioning, hardwood floors, deck, 
off-street parking & laundry on 
site. $1000 per month. Call Tim 
at 351-2178 ext. 101. 
Norwood 2- and 3-bed· 
room apartments. Newly 
renovated kitchen and bath, 
hardwood floors, laundry, off· 
street parking and clean . 
Price: $450 and $600 + utili-
ties. Call 861-4111. 
House for rent. 991 Dana 
Ave. Spacious! 8 bedrooms, 3 
baths. Equipped! Walk to cam-
pus! Plenty of parking! Call: 
321-0043 or 241-9421. 
For rent: beautiful 2-bdrm 
apt (first floor) in newly re'no-
vated 2-family. Close to cam-
pus. W/D provided. $300 pp + 
util..No pets. 3966 Regent Ave. 
Available May 1, 2000. Call 
984-8576. 
·Norwood -2/3 bedroom up-
stairs, business downstairs. 
Rent apartment or business or 
both. Ideal for entrepreneurs. 
Excellent exposure. Newly 
renovated. Call Ian at 244· 
RENT/237-0440. 
EWSW'i'RE 
Harder news. More issues.· Better than ever. 
Have something 
you need to sell? . 
Try a classified ad 
in The Newswire. 
Remember, 
one man's tra 
is· another ma 
I 
treasure. 
Call Beth·@ 745-3561. 
LOOKING FOR 
SOMETHING TO DO 
IN THE AFTERNOONP 
How about a full or part-time CUSTOMER SERVICE 
position with the FACS Group, Inc.? Our large call 
center, conveniently located in Mason, has a variety of 
openings with schedules starting after 1 pm. · 
Benefits include: 
• $8.50-$10.44 
(based on directly related experience) 
• Casual dress 
• Tuition reimbursement up to 100% 
• Eligibility for 20% Lazarus discount 
• Advancement potential 
• Paid training 
• Eligibility for semi-annual pay increases of up to 
14% annually . 
• Associate referral program - $200-$750 
• Fun atmosphere with numerous activities 
For more information or to apply call 398-5221. 
FACS 
FINANCIAL 
"'t: and CREDIT 
SERVICES 
9111 Duke Blvd. 
Mason, OH 45040 
E-mail: facsrecruit@fds.com 






Call 745-3561 and 
ask for Beth or Lance 
for more information. 
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Ah, the 'Nati. How I love to 
return to your bleak skies, criss-
crossed with the spindly majesty 
of so many telephone wires, 
darkened at sundown by innu-
merable birds ready to spatter 
the ground with their own spe-
cial paint. How I longed for the 
stench of sewage mixed with the 
wafting fumes of Hot Damn! be-
ing distilled just miles away. All . 
of these sensations I dearly 
missed while wasting away on 
the sparkling sands of a warm 
Caribbean beach. I gazed long-
ingly into the dazzling water, one 
minute sapphire blue and the 
next the green of jade, wishing I 
could see in its depths some re-
minder of home, like a plastic 
Kroger bag or a torn Scratch n' 
Win ticket from a neighborhood . 
UDF. Welcome back, y'all. 
By Jennah Durant To place an item in the calendar, call 745-3122 or mail to Ml 2129. 
Remember the sheep guy who 
was here a few months ago? 
Weeks ago, whatever. If his dis-
cussion of genes made you .say, 
"DNA, schrriee-NA," maybe Drs. 
Theodore Peters -and John 
Robinson can bring the debate 
down to laywoman's level. Hope-
fully their talk at 7:30 p.m. in 
Kelley Auditorium won't leave 
you saying, "Ethics, schmethics." 
Somehow the International 
Coffee Hour just doesn't seem as 
glam and exciting since spring 
break has whizzed by once again. 
But, lo, on.ward caffienated sol-
diers to the temple of the Romero 
Center· whence we shall consume 
the ~oneyed ambrosia brewing in 
our souls. Swizzle sticks pro-
vided, 3:30 p.m. sharp. 
Even if coming back to school 
is the ultimate downer after spring 
break (except if you had to stay 
in Buenger the whole time -
decidely worse) the week will be 
strangely serene as Pax Christi 
is sponsoring Peace Week. So, 
if you ·must shoot any doves, 
wait a few days to do so. 
11: lid,~ •1!\I 
March 9 
In the Gregorian calendar, the 
next major holiday after spring 
break is Job Fair day. In prepara-
tion for this sacred day, take your 
holy appointment books and cov- · 
eted cover letters to the Terrace 
room at 5:30 p.m. for a job fair 
preparation workshop. If you 're 
feeling especially pious, remem-
ber this conversation starter: "For-
give me, Career Services Center 
mock interviewer, it has been four 
days since I followed up with Fifth 
Third ... " 
. FRIDAY-.-
March 10 
If you have two X chromo-
somes, now is the time to thank 
your lucky ovaries. It's Women's 
History Month, you know. Cel-
ebrate at the Romero Center with 
an International Women's Day 
Tea. I'm pretty sure boys can come 
too, but if you qon't want to hear 
about that little cafe in Paris and 
our foxy waiter - what was his 
name? Oh yes - Jean Luc!, then 
don't complain when you're 
there. If you're OK with Jean 
_ Luc, be there at 3:30 p.m. 
Big <loins at the SAC office 
this week. They want you at a 
semi-formal dinner dance at the 
Syndicate, a presumably swanky 
restaurant. Wait. Isn't alcohol 
served in ~estaurants? This could · 
be bad, because as we know, 
beer+ XU kids= mass destruction. 
A hint for those contemplating in-
ebriation: Smashing urinals is so 
out this spring. Buy your ticket 
sometime this week at yon .SAC 
office for $15, then be at the bot~ 
to.m of the res. mall today at 7: 15 
p.m. for your yellow chariot. 
Only 300 tickets are available, 
so buy early to avoid scalpers. 
Those Anna kids. Anna-lings. 
They justdon't stop. They're here 
for your comedic enjoyment once 
again. Twice again, actually, since 
this weekend sports the ever-
popular one-for-$3 or two-for-$4 
double feature. Plus, unlike an 
episode of "Blues Clues," you 
never know how it's going to turn 
out. The mayhem begins Friday 
and Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in 
Kelley Auditorium. Bring $3 the 
first night and $1 the next. 
Can 
Braille skiz-ills not required for 
a poetry reading at Clovernook 
Center for the Blind. Neither are 
poetry reading skiz-ills, for that 
matter. Just reading. If you're 
up to the challenge and want to 
<;hill with the English Club and 
Renegade Garage Players, be at 
. said nook at. 7:30 p.m. 
~ il'i ii] ;} 1 Jl\'~ 
March 11 
They're too sexy for the Cafe, 
too sexy for the theater, but just 
sexy enough for the Armory. (If 
you didn't hear Right Said Fred 
voices just now, that line probably 
didn't work.) The New Image 
Models are having their annual 
fashion show and after party at the 
aformentioned enclave starting at 
8 p.m., so sashay your way on over. 
University of Detroit, den of 
evil and debauchery, might seem 
like an obvious target for our ha-
tred, but did you know they're a 
Catholic school just like us? In 
fact, I believe they're even the 
right kind. (Jesuit, of course.) Bet-
ter still! Too bad the baseball 
team will still have to drill their 
northerly bums· into the alumi-
num bleac~ers after the game at 
Hayden Field at noon. 
J 
Here's the deal for the after-
noon: baseball at noon vs. De-
troit then jazz piano by an 
anonymous artist at 2:30 p.m. at 
the art museum. (Anonymous 
since I can't find the schedule, 
thence depriving me of his or her 
name.) 
1~~ [1]~1 ·fil'I 
March 13 
The good doctors Peters and 
Robinson return at noon for more 
sheep talk, this time for lunchy-
1 unch in the Schott Multipur-




Know how to say "baseball" 
in Japanese? I'm not sure either, 
making this discussion difficult to 
continue. Maybe the kids at Illi-
nois-Chicago know. Drop by 
Hayden Field at 3 p.m. to find out. 
vo·u ·REALLY" PUT A PRICE ON EXPERIENCE? . 
' . . . . 
>-Editorial: Editor-in-Chief,* 
Managing Editor 
>-Business: Business Manager, 
Advertising Manager, Assistant 
Advertising Manager, 
Accounts Receivable, Distn'bution 
>-News: Campus News Editor, 
Assistant Campus News Editor, 
News Feature Editor, World News Editor 
>-Opinions and Editorials: 
Op-Ed Editor, Assistant Op-Ed Editor 
>-Sports: Sports Editor, 
Assistant Sports Editor 
>-Diversions: Diversions Editor, 
Assistant Diversions Editor 
>-Calendar City: Calendar Editor 
>-Photography: Photography Editor, 
Photographer 
>-Miscellaneous: Online Editor, 
Copy Editors 
